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NEW CONTEMPORARIES 86
ANNE SEAGRAVE/MAN
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MARCH

GARY STEVENS+ JULIAN MAYNARD

m
m ABOLITION
B

ACT

11 MARCH

SMITH

15 MARCH

IN STYLE

18-22

MARCH

The new wave goodbye to the G LC
Clothes selection lain R Webb Setting Ian Polloc

m

23 MARCH

3.00-10:30

Radical Poetry
Collective

A story about those moments of joy that
dvilisations and human beings are able to reach
before receding back into the darkness again .
Or alternatively,
the story of eve,yones dream of a dirty weekend .

1-19
April8.00pm

ALMEIDATHEATRE
AlmeidaStreet Islington London Nl lTA

01.3594404

Camden Festival's
•
moving picture music
Camden's fabulous Parkway Cinema opens its doors to six nights of secret films and invisible
music. The films range from new work by young artists to underground classics and other rarities ,
and many of these will be accompanied by live musicians and specially created sountracks. The
films are provided by the London Film-makers' Co-op, the musicians by the London Musicians
Collective. The cinema, the films and the music have been brought together for the 1986 Camden
Festival.
MARCH
17 NEW ROMANTICS
18 AMERICA
19 HYBRIDS
20 ANIMATION
21 FIFTIES BEAT
22 SILENT & UNSILENT CLASSICS

Parkway Regency Cinema, Parkway, London NWl
Tickets on the door : £3 (£2 concessions)
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CORNERHOUSE
INVITESSUBMISSIONS

CORNER

for its summer season of exhibitions
CITY LIFE:Political Life; Private Life;
Public Life.
Three Exhibitions on Urban Themes (13 July- 5
October 1986) will be selected by the visual arts
reviewers of City Life, Manchester's listings magazine,
from work by performance, video artists and film
makers living in the North West Arts, Merseyside Arts
and Yorkshire Arts regions.
Submissions should take the form of a c.v., together
with a single video tape/film or a written proposal of
no more than 500 words. Please enclose S.A.E.
Students are not eligible. Closing Date 7 April 1986.
Submissions to:
"City Life", Cornerhouse, 70 Oxford Street,
MANCHESTER M1 5NH. Telephone: 061 228 7621
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• Performance & Cabaret• Dance & Mime• International Theatre
e Busking Carnival e Jazz e Rock & PopeExhibitions
e AND MUCHMORE!*
Festivalprogrammesand bookingformsavailablefrom FestivalOffice,Marlborough
House, 54 Old Steine, BrightonTel: (0273)29801ext 349.
Ticketsfrom Dome Box Office,29 NewRoad, BrightonBNl 1UG. Tel: (0273)674357.
Book now: SuperSaversdiscounton postal bookingsbefore 17March

THEATRE

& PERFORMANCE

Carbone 14 from Montre al make British de but with 'Le Rail '; on e of most original theatre troupes of our time ; a triumph at many major international festivals. Profound,
mysterious , erotic , humorous , energetic , a saga based loosely on D M Thomas 's novel The White Hotel ; takes place on a rail track. (Telephone for dates , times , venue) .
IOU Theatrevenue) .

exponents of the visually bizarre; have been commissioned to create a special outdoor residenc y project for the Festival. (Telephone for dates , time

GARDNER CENTRE
Epigonenteater zlv 'Incident' "one of the hottest properties of the European th eatrical avant garde "; British debut ; 1½ hr performance in which movement , image, sound ,
exhauston , danger and repetition play an accumulative part ; 9-10 May ; 7.45pm ; £4.50, £3.80 , £2.75; concession £1 off on 9 May .
Max Wall in Krapp 's Last Tape by Samuel Beckett. 2.3 May ; 7.45pm ; £4.50 , £3.80 , £2. 75; concessions £1 off.

PAVILION THEATRE
Uthingo present " Amakhosi " an exciting new musical set in Zululand at the turn of the century ; 21-25 May ; 7.30pm ; £3.50; concessions£3
Romance "An evening of incomparable invention and lunacy " 14-18 May ; 7 .30pm ; £4; concessions £3.

People Show No 91-A

PALACE PIER
Bright Red Theatre Company-

The End of the Pier Show; created for the Festival; 8-11, 13-18, 20-25 May ; 7 .30pm ; £2. 75, concessions £2.

THE NIGHTINGALE
Ways of Saying-poetry workshops , discussions , perform ances organised by Nicki Jackowska on the themes of UN Peace Year and Arts for Labour ; 10-11 May ;
10.30am , 1pm, 3pm , 8pm .

DANCE

AND MIME

SALLIS BENNEY THEATRE
Peta Lily Mime Theatre- Women 's Parts : cinematic piece of superimposing images of women; Hiroshima Mon Amour: biting black comedy : 10-11 May, 8pm; £3.50;
concessions£3 .
Dance Alliance-fusion
Dance Subversions-

of music & dance ; sound environment is controlled by movement of dancers; 23-25 May; 8pm; £3.50; concessions£3 .
Women with Beards ; Open Secret ; 6 Divas; Anne Seagrave ; Wild Wigglers ; 16 May ; 8pm ; £2.75; concessions£2 .

Brighton Dance Developments-launching
2.75; concessions£2 .

Brighton 's new group BAD Dance Company & featuring Cipher/Brighton Youth Dance ; 17-18 May ; 8pm;

THE ZAP CLUB
The Brighton Festival Club* 191-193 Seafront Arches , Kings Road , Brightion ; Tickets from 8 Tichborn e Street. Tel : (0273) 671545.
Robert Anton Wilson famous for co-authorship of 'Illuminatus ' ; 7-9 May.
Bob Carroll-legendary

American performance art ist and raconteur ; 14-17 May .

Compass Theatre present a unique & controversial interpretation of MacBeth ; 10 May .
Roy Hutchens renowned for solo 'stand up cartoonist ' investigations of humans ' social & sexual habits ; 21-24 May.
Ken Campbell with John Oram - one of the country 's most respected innovators of theatre .
Adrienne Althenhaus film, performance and dance by this New York performer.
Merrydown Best of the Festival Slot - every night from 10pm to midnight. Performers from every discipline within the Festival will preview sections of their work .
Platform nights every Tuesday.
' Sponsored by Whitbread
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SCANNERS
Video Art Now
Presented by London Video Arts at

THE AIR GALLERY
March 14 - April 13
Featuring
THE VIDEO WINDOW BOX:
new multi screen work by
THE DUVET BROTHERS
ROSE FINN KELCEY
JUDITH GODDARD
MICK HARTNEY
GRAHAM YOUNG
BRETT TURNBULL.
Video Installations by:
MINEO AAYAMAGUCHI
KEVIN ATHERTON
JANUSZ SZCZEREK
JOHN GOFF
SARA FURNEAUX

ttt;

1C>Ns;
Midland Group will b.e
. new work by Industrial &
·.~ Contractors, Nl.c1nact&
·.··Jor Autumn t9yri99.
EVIE

Performance by KATE MEYNELL

March 14

7.00 pm

*

VIDEO POSTCARDS
JAPANESE VIDEO ART
PLUS:
Screenings, wokshops & lunchtime talks.
Contact Jeremy Welsh, LVA 437 2786
lwona Blazwick, AIR: 278 7751
AIR GALLERY, 6-8 Rosebery Ave, EC1

BURSARY IN
PERFORMANCE ART
PROMOTION 1986/87
For the first time, applications are invited for
a year-long traineeship in the Promotion of
Performance Art. The trainee will spend six
months at the Midland Group, Nottingham
and a further six months at Projects U.K. in
Newcastle.
Some knowledge of, and commitment to
performance art and two years experience of
working in the arts, preferably in
administration and/or publicity, is essential.
Typing skills and driving ability are desirable.

Closing date for completed applications:
Monday, 24th March 1986.

CHISENHALE DANCE SPACE
PERFORMANCE ART
PROJECTS
Applications are invited for two separate
short-term Performance Art residencies to
be held during 1986/87 at the Space in the
East End of London.
£1,200 is available for each project to
include fees and production costs.
The Arts Council of Great Britain will be
funding the project as part of the
Performance Art Promoters Scheme
1986/87.
For futher details please send a stamped
addressed envelope to:
Ghislaine Boddington,
Project Co-ordinator , Chisenhale Dance
Space , 64/84 Chisenhale Road , Bow ,
London E3 5QY.
Application deadline -

April 19th 1986
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history lesson
LEARNING TO FLY: SPECIAL SECTION ON TRAINING
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BALLROOM DANCING AS SOCIAL METAPHOR: Marty

and Anne explain
ART BELOW THE SEA: An interview with an artist!diver
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INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION: artist Bow Gamelan on life

behind the welding torch
APPENTICED TO DANCE: Anne Seagrave explains why
WELFARE STATE: exchanged skills with a Tanzanian village
GYPSY SWITCH: A year 'Circle round Britain on an Arts

Council training grant
OUR WONDERFUL CULTURE: Documentation
ART AND CLASS: A polemic
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A NEO·NATURIST
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ensuing statistics are necessary in
CHEAP
SHOTS
FROM
ADISTANT
SIDELINE
my view to validate the work , but for
Dear Performance,
What a drag to have to spend the
last day before the Christmas holiday
defending one's honour against
attack from an erstwhile ally . Ken
Gill's vicious attack on LVA ('Does
Good Video Art exist in Britain?' No 38) really is gaffing on a variety
of levels; it is misleading for a start,
and incomplete in so far as it does
nothing to describe or explain the
context in which the European Media
Network exchange took place. Then,
it 's a pretty shabby piece of writing
whose real critical content is
absolute zero. But worst of all, to
have LVA dismissed as an
organisation that couldn't care less,
that is too tied up with its internal
problems, etc, etc, by someone who
abandoned the British art scene
amidst the disintegration of the
Basement Group/Projects U.K./
Newcastle Media Workshops, is not
something I'll let go by without
fighting back. Ken Gill would be
doing British video artists a much
greater service by putting his
considerable talents to work on their
behalf instead of taking cheap shots
from a distant sideline.
As the selector of the British tapes
for the exchange, I'll defend my
choice absolutely. The basis of the
exchange was that each participating
group should make a one hour
package of work that they considered
to be a reflection of some aspect of
the 'media arts' in their own country.
A one hour package could not in any
way be a comprehensive overview,
and rather than presenting a
fragmented and contradictory
programme that attempted to deal
with a diverse range of practises, I
deliberately chose to foreground a
particular strand of work . The choice
was between the more formal video
art tapes that I eventually selected , or
a programme of the scratch tapes
that Giff would evidently have
considered more acceptable.
However, his absence from these
shores is clearly illustrated here;
Scratch became the most over-used
word in the Media Language during
1985, and the illusion that video art
began with scratch threatened to
obliterate the 'lost ' history that
stretches back 'in a tenuous line to
David Hall' . It seemed that every
package of British video focussed
sharply on scratch to the exclusion of
other traditions (I myself have been
party to this, programm ing scratch
tapes for touring programmes in the
US and festival screenings
elsewhere) so I consciously decided
to look at another area of work in
this selection . And while Gill finds it
'flaccid and marginal' I am certainly
not alone in considering it important,
worthwhile, deserving of serious
critical attention. Not that the

the record, Triple Vision 's tape
Circumstantial Evidence was a
prizewinner at the International
Television Association festival 1984,
and was nominated for the BF/
Grierson Award in 1984; Mark
Wilcox' Calling the Shots won prizes
at Video Culture '84 in Canada and
Video CD 85 in Yugoslavia; Catherine
Elwes With Child has been broadcast
recently on Channel 4 as have
Graham Young's short Accidents in
the home pieces and both have been
selected for many exhibitions.
Gill describes these tapes
dismissively as 'art school work '; as
an inveterate art school prankster, he
should know. Perhaps his review is
just another prank and perhaps I
should not let it get to me, but when
a highly opinionated and distorted
view , riddled with contentious
assertions and factual errors , gets
circulated in an international
magazine, I worry about the damage
it does to LVA, to the artists
concerned, to the work itself.
I don't want to indulge in Gill's
either /or analysis of the state of
British Video, it's puerile and useless.
I share his enthusiasm for the work
of the Duvet Brothers , I have
included their work in several
international selections and
screening programmes in the UK.
Furthermore, various other UK artists
(including myself) were featured in
the Duvet's Berlin screening.
Obviously not worth mentioning this
fact, since it takes the sting out of his
argument a bit. And far from being
an obstacle, far from 'not caring
less ', LVA is eager to get more
British video artists into Europe,
either through our own exchange
projects , or by providing information
and contacts so that artists
themselves can promote their own
work by following the example of the
Duvet Brothers, gett ing out and
DOING IT.
Finally, Gill's piece said prec ious
little about the event as a whole:
LVA's selection formed one eighth of
it, along with programmes from
Spain, Italy, France, Hungary ,
Germany, Hofland and Belgium. And
what does he say about the rest? The
German tapes were 'we ird in places
but lacking any genuine madness '.
Since when has 'madness' been a
pre requisite of any art or a
guarantee of quality? And that the
Belgian work made such a strong
impression on him that he couldn't
remember a single name out of a
select ion that possessed 'wit,
acuteness and diversity ', while the
Dutch programme was entirely
del ineated by the word 'turgid '. I
presume he didn 't actually see the
work from Spain, Italy , France or
Hungary since any mention of those
participants is entirely absent. Had

ART

NOW

he bothered to think about the
selection as a whole , he would have
discovered that the eight national
compilations each contributed one
variant on the theme of 'European
Media Art' ranging from the Italian
selection oft. v. commercials and
fashion features, through the
performance documentation of the
Hungarian programme to the poststructualist neo-narrative tapes from
Britain. And finally, to utterly reject
the facile and negative description of
the tapes by Catherine Elwes, Triple
Vision and Mark Wilcox as 'lacking in
imagination', I would offer the
alternat ive view that they are
thoughtful, thought provoking,
challenging and indicative of a
developing tradition that both finds
its roots in the practises of the
seventies , while extending those
concerns to an eighties context. And
with specific reference to Mark
Wilcox 's Calling the Shots I can
report that having shown it to
audiences in Yugoslavia , Hofland ,
America, Canada, and all over
England , it has never failed to
generate laughter , and usually gets
applause. Unusual for any video
tape. Living too close to the wall
must have blunted our
correspondent's sense of humour .
Jeremy Welsh,
LVA,
Frith St, London W1.

NAMES,
STARS,
LEADERS
Dear Performance,
Thank you for your illuminating and
informat ive review of Hidden Grin 's
contr ibut ion to the Midland Group /
Zap club Performan ce Platform. Rob
La Frenais' comments were generally
well received by the company, but
we feel we must correct certain
innaccuracies concerning the
genealogy of the company and
specifically the past wor k of Rational
Theatre. To set the record straight Hidden Grin was formed by four of
the members of the seven strong
Rational Theatre Co-operative . A
number of shows were produced by
this co-operative, including Orders of
Obedience and Rococco which he
mentions in his article as being the
work of P(f!ter Godfrey. It is quite
,alarming , that after four years of cooperat i\{if! work (and you of all
publi qations should understand the
workings of a co-ope rative theatre
group) the work we produced
co/fectiyely can stiff be misleadingly
attributed to one name. The
experien ce of actually creating the
work w~s very different , and I think I
speak for all the other members of
the company when I say thatthe
period between 1980 and 1984 '{'!hen
we produced seven Rational Theatre
productions was genuinely and
excitingly collaborative. The fact that
PeJe_r.
founded the company does not
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mean he made the decisions after he
had decided to formulate a co-op.
The artistic and financial control of
the company lay in the hands of
seven individuals. So the decision to
'enlist the skills of fine artists' as he
puts it, was a major policy decision
collectively taken, and in fact a
tradition of cross-fertilisation
between the arts was established
which both Peter with his current
group and Hidden Grin are
committed to continuing .
It is important to correct
misinterpretation in a field where
documentation is so thin on the
ground. The media seems to need
names , stars and leaders. People
ideologically committed to group
work methods have a very hard time
making a go of it when at the end of
the day they do not feel they are
rewarded by an equal share in the
credit. This is particularly hard for
performers in a 'director'-oriented
theatre. The article attributes the
video content of the Nottingham
show to Steve Littman, although the
publicity stated that the tapes were
the product of Hidden Grin. All the
members of the company made a
large contribution to the content of
the tapes and assisted in their
execution naturally under Steve's
expert guidance. This is the point the video work was remarkable, a
major piece of video art, we think the
largest yet exibited in the UK in a
major gallery. It was a group effort
that I think would have been very
hard for Steve, me or anyone else for
that matter to achieve alone .
The facts of work situations,
company history and attribution are
very easy to check. Artists are
vulnerable souls who are serious
about their work and a review is
usually the only reward for a piece of
work outside personal fulfillment.
Performance if it is to remain the
most important document of our
area of work must be extremely
careful to get these facts right.
Andy Wilson
Hidden Grin
Santley Street, London SW14
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Nowallfuturelifeon
earthliesinthehands
ofthehumanbeingand
theresponsibility
for
futurelifeliesinthe
handsof humanbeings;
andliesinthehandsof
theartistprincipally.Only
theartistcancreate,
mouldandforma
qualifiedfuture. Because
everybody
isanartistas
a declaration
- asa
potential- andwehaveto
carefor a systemwhere
thiscanbea reality.

1921-1986

Text from V + A lecture last year.
Photo: courtesy Anthony D 'Ossay
Gallery and Illuminations.
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Photos: Julian Maynard Smith.
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TIMETCHELLS
on Impact'snew performance:

The
Price
of Meat
in
the Last Daysof the Mechanica
l Agebegins
with 3 performersstandingsilentlyin what
lookslike a bandstandlisteningto the
soundtrackof an archive, very British
documentaryaboutlife in China. ' "Mai Ling
leadsthe lazywaterbuffaloto the water's
edge . . ."' Whenthe soundtrackfinishesthe
film itselfis projectedon a white sheetwhich
hangscentrestage. The performerswatch
until it finishesand then assumepositionsat
microphonesat the backof the playing
space.
'I am a veryfamousGermanfilm director'
says RichardHawley, 'and,er, er, UNT,UNT
I am a vegetarian,I mean, er,
WEGETARIAN.'
As the showunfoldsthe
threecharacters
/performersattemptto
constructtheoriesaroundthe film and
consequentlyaroundthemselves
. Richard

Hawleytakeshis film director from claiminga
specialinsightinto the film, to claiming'the
manwho madethis film is a personalfriend
of mine', to 'I madethis film and, UNT, all the
peoplein it are my children', to 'this screenis
not a screen,it's the Turin shroudand I am
JesusChrist. This is my crossand I'm going
to fucking well sufferfor somebody
.' The
showshowsus peopletryingto makeorder
out of chaos, art out of life, fact out of fiction.
Nothingsatisfies.
'The Priceof Meat' is a frustratedthrash
draggedout of a co-operativewho are caught
betweenpresentingreal performance
events
and dramaticfictions.In the past Impact
showshaveset up basicand fairlyarchetypal
fictionalworlds/structureswithinwhichreal
eventsand actionsare carriedout. Additional
conceitsare minimisedby an exaggerated
and fundamentally
distancedperformance

stylewhichavoidsaimingto present a
believable fictionfull of naturalisticcharacter
detailbut insteadplacesemphasison shape
and structure, an emphasis which is
supportedby use of verbal, physicaland
musicalrepetition.Throughabstraction their
basicfictional premisesare left behind and a
realart eventis created.
ThePrice of Meatmakesno attemptto be
a believablefiction- insteadis appliedfor
realstatusby continuallydeconstructi
ng and
disarmingitself. The set is partpark
bandstand
, parttv studio and part
abstraction.The musicis simply musicbareelectronicswith a minimumof culturalor
atmosphericsignification
. Thesound
technician is in the 3rd row fromthe front,
visible and lit. Fromthe momentthe
performersopentheir mouthsyou knowthat
they wantyou to knowthey're not the

'This isn't real rain'.

Photos: Flugo Glendinning
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KEITH
BISHOP
on BillyWhitelaw:

charactersthey beginto represent:thereis
an aggressivedistancefromthe pretenceof
characterrepresentation
inherentin Richard
Hawley's 'and,er, UNT'.
UnlikepreviousImpactpiecesthis showis
not interestedin transcendingfiction.Instead
it turnsroundand attacksit, spitting, throwing
disatisfaction
everywhere.The audienceis
placedin a difficultposition,the worldis bare
suddenly.We aren't allowedto believe
anything,only that the threeperformersare
pushingdesperatelythrougha showthat
reflectstheir own selvesand concernsmore
than thoseof any charactersthey maywant,
for a moment,to create.
I found ThePriceof Meatconfusing
watching;it's raw,funnyand depressingat
the sametime;you knowthesepeoplearen't
happyby the way they kick everythingthe
momentthey set it up. It is full of instances
whichwouldbe calledmagicaland
exhilaratingtheatre- but Impact'86 won't
quiteallowor get thesemomentsto work.
Hugesheetsof paperare torn fromthe metal
grillswhichbackthe set in a gesturewhich
two yearsagowouldhaverevealedto our
delightanotherfictionallyorganic, albeitmore
abstract,space. In Leedsthe papercomes
off clumsilyand revealsonlythe wingsof the
theatre,a coupleof slideprojectorson the
ground.Elsewherein the showwateris
sprayedfromthe barelyconcealedhosesin
the bandstand
. 'This isn't real rain' saysone
of the performers
: we don't needto be told.
Theatricallythen,the showsometimes
fulfillsits potential,but whenit doesn't, it is
hardto be surewhetherthis is out of underrehearsal,mis-direction
or obstinategenius
- a tightershowwouldperhapshaveleft me
moresure.Catchingan Impactshowearlyin
its run placesa reviewerin a difficultposition
- they're characteristically
a groupwhose
workexpandsand maturesas a run goeson
- and thereis morethan potentialin this
show,particularlyas revealedin the final
sectionwhichis a very effectivepieceof
subversion.As the identifyconflictson-stage
moveout of the verbaland intothe physical
we're not giventhe angst-riddenmuscular
climaxwe are usedto from Impact:instead
as the 'rain' pours,the chaosis a slippyand
miserableaffair,the angeris perfunctoryand
disarmed- but incrediblyeffective- Niki
Johnsonwandersroundthe set smoking,
lookingvacantas RichardHawleyand Claire
McDonaldthrowchairsaroundin a battleof
somekind.Nobodywins.
'ThePriceof Meat'is eitheruselessor so
fuckingessentialit makesa cold nightin
Leedsseemwarm. Withsuchwork I would
not be surewhich. •
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SUDAN
• In the Westwith our expectationof the
highlydevelopedartist/performer
we cometo
a performanceas spectators
. To suchan
extentwe evenfeel that thesepolishedand
virtuosicpresentations
will be suchthat we
can cometo themat any pointin there
exp'ression
and expectto pick up an
impressionof the performancein full flight, as
if we are watchingtelevisionwhichcan be
switchedon and switchedoff. Our being
thereor not beingtherefromthe beginning
makesno difference
.
Not so in the Sudan;the very expressionis
dependanton the peoplewho cometo the
event.Peoplecomenot to spectate,but to
participateand to celebrate.Celebrationsare
heldto marksometurningpointin the life of
the individualor community
. A wedding,for
example,will be an occasionfor lavish
expenditureon the part of the bridegroom.All
guestsmustbe offeredthe hospitalityof food
and accommodation
and entertainment.
It will
also be a socialoccasionfor the whole
communitywhenpeopledressup, and a time
whenthe ruleswill be relaxed.In a country
wherealcoholis illegal,this is an occasion
whenthe majorityof the menwill get
extremelydrunk.
Menwill greetthe groomby shakingtheir
armsand clickingtheir fingersover his head.
The samegreetingis usedto showapproval
of the musicians
. Womenwill greetthe arrival
of the bridewithjoyousululation. Dancing
maybe very sensual,althoughit will not
involvetouchingbetweenmenand women.
This raisingof the socialtemperaturetakes
its own time.
At the end of Januarythree Sudanese
singersvisitedLondon. Bringingthemover
herewas the initiativeof an organisation
called'Arts Worldwide',whichtries to
promotea betterunderstanding
of nonwesternculturethroughthe performedarts.
AbdelAziz el Mubarak,AbdelGadirSalim
and MohammedGubaraare all popular
performersin Sudan. Musicallytheir style is
representative
of the lslamicisednorthern
regionsof Sudan.This is a societygoverned
by rigid protocoland socialobligations.Male
and femaleare separatedfromone another

• An IOUshowis likethe simple, hedonistic
pleasureof a Sundayafternoonspenton the
sofawithtea, crumpetsandsomething
gentle,wittyandengrossingto read,like
Trolloppe
. This newpiece,at the Almeida,
fulfillsall theseexpectations.
It is inventive
,
charming,whimsicallyfunnyand mildly
provocative.
At all timesit looksandsounds
lovely. But for all this I wassadly,
unconvinced
.
IOUhavecreatedan aestheticbasedon
the backkitchenof a Victorianartisan's
terracedcottagein someforgottencornerof
the industrialnorth. Not so muchlow-techas
old-fashioned
mass-produced
adaptedwith a
HeathRobinsonDIY ingenuitywhichhas
moreto do with eccentricitythan practicality
.
It's charmingbut untruthful.In Thatcherland
the ideaof the show's centralfigure,an
independent
minded,kindly,pragmatic,
working-class
philosopher,
with a salt of the
earthwisdomand sell-deprecating
good
humouris at bestnostalgic- at worsta
plaindeception.The realityis surelymuch
harderandcolderthanthis. In the
'oldeworlde'norththey haveTV sets and
socially. Womenwill not go to the marketor
theywatchDynastyand ThePriceis Right,
the cinemafor fear of the staresof men.A
societywhereideaslike rightand wronghave so that evenif theirkitchensdo looklike an
IOUset I can't believethat anyoneis really
the forceof religionand the forceof the law,
contentwiththat any more.
whichis also basedon religiousprinciples
.
I am sadthat one of the mostreliable
The concertis at the CamdenCentre. The
pleasuresof the theatreshouldso loseits
set up is formallike a westernconcert, with
point.Just anotherthingI holdthe Tory
musiciansup on the stage. But the
governmentresponsiblefor.
atmosphereis not; manyof the audienceare
ForcedEntertainment
(Zap)will, I hope,
Sudanese
, and soonone or two menhave
learnfromthe lessonof IOUand not fall into
got up, clickingtheir fingersand shaking
the sametrapof beingmesmerisedby
armsoverfriendsand acquaintances
in the
theatricalstyleand losesightof their
audience.Theyget up ontothe stageand
purpose.
rhythmicallyclickfingersoverthe musicians
I first saw ForcedEntertainment
as partof
in a gestureof goodwilland encouragement.
the MidlandGroup/Zap Club'EightDays'
Graduallyone or two peoplestartto dance.
festivalandwasvery impressed
. This is a
Of the three musiciansGubarais playing
new,youngcollectivewho boastof the
on the tambour,a type of lyre, whichgoes
influenceImpactTheatrehas hadon them.
backto the Pharaonictimes.WhileAbdel
As far as I am concernedtherecouldbe no
Aziz Mubarakplaysthe oud, a stringed
one betterto be influencedby, andthe show
instrumentlike a lute.
I sawthere, TheSet Up,wasa worthy
The use of theseancientinstruments
testamentto that influence.It lookeda lot like
emphasisesthe continuityin Sudanese
Impact.Eventhoughit lackedImpact's
music,wherethe modernpopularmusicof
theatricalsophistication
and intensityii had
the towns(oftenplayedon western
an energyand a bravurainventiveness
which
instrumentslike violin,sax and accordion)
, is
madeit workwell. I felt at the timethat a
nevertheless
close in its rhythmsand
morerigorousdisciplinewas neededand I
structureto the tribalmusicof Northern
was worriedby their attemptsto include
Sudan.IndeedGubara,who singsin an
comicelementsin theirtheatricallanguage
;
extraordinary
falsetto,baseshis styleon that
SomethingwhichImpacthavemanagedwith
of the riverArabsof Nubia.WhilstBlack
any realsuccess,only in their mostrecent
artistsfrom the westernworldsuchas
MichaelJacksonand Bob Marleyare popular work.But I cameawayfeelinggenuinely
excitedthat herewasa new,younggroup
with youngpeoplein the townthey remain
that couldrepresenta newgenerationof
exoticimports.
theatre.
Sudanesemusiccontinuesto be the music Britishexperimental
Theirnewshowcommissioned
by the Zap
you hear in cafes,busesand shops
Clubconformsboththe premiseof TheSet
throughoutthe greaterpartof the country,
Upand someof my doubts. TheDay That
and it is the musicwhichexpressesthe
SerenityReturnedto the Groundis a
characterof the people.
A girl at our tableis invitedto danceby a
besuitedSudanesedoctor.Sooneveryoneis
on theirfeet and dancing,but abruptlythe
concertis overfor this is not Sudan,and it is
time for the hall to close.
Let us hopetherewill be more
opportunities
to hearmusicfromthis partof
Africa.For,althoughSudanhas beena major
newsstoryoverthe lastyear,the cultureof
the countryremainslargelyunknownhere. •
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Ballardesque
minglingand manglingtogether
of two narratives
. One concernsthe deathof
a childduringa familyholidayin the Urals.
Theothers the 'burialat sea' of an astronaut
abroada spaceship.Thesetwo deathsfrom
differnttimesand culturescollideandthe
performersand their environment
takeon
multiple,shiftinglayersof meaning.Whatis
first a morgue,is thenthe spaceship.Whatis
first the deadbodyof the childis thenthe
deadbodyof the astronaughtand is finally
revealedto be no more(norless)than a pile
of earthand rock.This is symbolicearth.
Symbolicof the fertilesoil out of whichall life
springsand to whichit returns. In covering
theirfacesin thesemortalremainsthe
astronauts
/child's family/performers
/perform
an act of atonementfor their sins and
failings. The morgue/spaceship
/theatreis
presidedover by a mortician
/flight controller
/
authorwho manipulatesthe controlswhich
affectthis environment.
Time past- the
child's deathand time future- the
spaceship,are bothperhapspartof time
present- the theatre. Theatre, like scientific
endeavour
, like life itself,is a voyageof the
imaginationbeyondthe self-imposedlimitsof
time and death. This is by no meansan
originalideabut it is a themewhichis too
'remote'to be acceptableto the sociological
attitudesand concernsof mosttheatretoday
and is thereforeall the morewelcome.
Whatbotheredme though,wasthat the
thingsthat struckme in TheSet Up as a
laudabletributeto ImpactTheatre;the use of
soundas the structuralbasisof the workthe
puretheatricalfunctionalism
of the design
(everythinghas a purpose)
; the use of
repetitionto buildmomentumand emotional
power; the raw,dangerous,angry,hereand
nowtheatricalreality- seemhere not so
muchthe resultsof a rigorouslypure
approachto generatingtheatre(as it is for
Impact)but morelike a meretheatricalstyle.
Theyseemedlike the meansratherthan the
resultsof the creativeact and in
consequence
lackedimmediacyand power.
The showdid containsomespectacular
imagesand there is plentyof energyand
inventiveness
but it was all too formaland
detachedto achieveanythingmorethan a
televisualimpact.In fact I foundmyself
comparingthe live actionwiththe video
monitorrelayingthe actionto the backof the
audienceand preferringthe screenimageto
the realthing. This was, however,only the
secondnightand I hopethey will find more
persuasiveperformances
in what is
essentiallya well conceivedwork.
The Set Up has beenrevisedand can be
seenat the /CA on March9th. Nighthawks
the showthat camebetween'TheSet Up
and the newpieceis at the OvalHouse, April
16th-20th.
e
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• A roomis filledwith a forestof breeze
blocks. In amongstthem,in the dirt, life is
stirring. God,the Creator,the Artist,for
reasonsof his own vanityraisesthe living
thingsup off their belliesand createsfirst
manthen woman. The narrativeof Genesis
givesway to a pictureof social,modernman
drawingfurtherand furtherawayfromthe
creator. The narrativeis presentedthrough
the constantbuildingand rebuildingfromthe
breezeblocksand the compliantbodiesof
the performers,a seriesof tableauximages
whichare quotationsfrom art history. Mary
cradlingthe crucifiedChristis the most
memorableimage,whilstan angelconferring
a blessingfrom aboveis the mostacrobatic
withJulianMaynard-Smith
poisedon a
precariouslystackedcolumnof blocks. The
breezeblocksare the materialof life and art,
but they can also be burdens(the manwho
in his sleepcovershis bodywith blocks), or
barriers,or prisons(thewomantotally
entombedin a towerof bricks).As the
imagesare constantlydismantledand rebuilt
so the roleof the performersis constantly
redefinedby newsituations,new references
,
givinga peculiarrelevanceto the cliche,a
tapestryof history.
A Split Secondof Paradise(AcmeStudios)
is, however,a gooddeal moresubtleand
interestingthan this descriptionmakesit
sound. It is morethanjust a 'good idea'. The
spectacleof the performersstruggling
througha hardand laboriousprocessis in
itselffascinatingbut can itselfbe seenas
anotherart historicalreference,sinceprocess
and work havebeenimportantthemesin
modernperformance.Thereis also a good
deal of slap stick humour.But whatgivesthe
performanceits depthand poweris the great
senseof ironywith whichit is all carriedoff.
Thesevery grandthemespresentedthrough
suchvery ordinary,banalmaterials
; God's
bemused,platonicphilosophising
which
eruptsinto schoolmasterlypeevishness
whenhe is contradictedby his own creations;
the attitudeof childlikeinnoncentcuriosity
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with whichthe performersallowthemselves
to be manipulatedand composedinto images
of agonyand ecstacy;all of theseare deeply
ironic.The seeminglysolidgroundof well
knownbiblicalmyth,art history,the
development
of manand his societiesand
civilisations,is gently,mildlysubvertedby this
irony.All attemptsto rationaliseor impose
somesort of orderon humanexperienceare
precariousbecausewe are not only the
Creators,the Artists, who fashionall things
but we are also the dumb,rudeclayfrom
whichall thingsare made. This is the great
ironyof it all and it constantlythreatensthe
edificeof historyand culturewhichcouldso
easilycollapselike the rowof breezeblocks
whichfall like dominoesin the final imageof
the piece.
Whator wherethen is the 'SplitSecondof
Paradise'?Is it foundin the Edenbetween
creationand self-realisation?
Is it the still
pointsomewhereat the centreof this vortex
of continualchange?Is it the briefmomentof
stasisin whichall the performersand
materialare frozeninto an harmonious,
artisticcomposition?
Or is the title too
perhapsan ironicdescriptionfor an infinityin
hell?WithA SplitSecondof ParadiseStation
HouseOperahaveasserteda distinctvoice
of their own,free fromthe earlierclear
influenceof the TING:Theatreof Mistakes.
This ironic, humourous
, mererelaxed
approachsuitsthemwell.JulianMaynardSmith, the creatorof StationHouseOpera,is
also happierwith this lessformallyrigorous
styleand is developinga moreconfidentand
entertainingperformanceof his own.His
collaborationwith GaryStevensin Invisible
Worklast year has clearlyhad a considerable
and positiveinfluence.It is a partnershipof
literaryand visualstyleswhichpromisesa
greatdeal,and I see A SplitSecondof
Paradiseand InvisibleWorkas only the first
fruits.(Rumourhas it thatthis showwill be
includedin the Expoof the bestof new
Britishtalentat RiversideStudiosin May.It
shouldbe.) •
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' The secondrea~on,'say~Levine,)~Jhat:. '
s i nc~ earlyJanuaryI've grabbeda
thoughmanyartistsworkis far more.
placejnJrontof my batteredTaiwaneseidiot , interestingthanbroadcastTV itsuffers from
box anatunedin to ChannelFour'sregular t comparisonwith the mainstreambecauseit
late niQptAmerican
Videoslot, GhostsIn The.·•.•
· simplydoesn'thavethe samesorfof. budget·
,Mac~ine; Thisactivity,sustainedover.Jhesix , Otresources.A thirdreason,I wouldsuggest,
··l'!eeksduralion.of.theprogramme
, has left./
is that tape makers·.....particularlyin the UK
whereinteractionwith broadcastsystemsis ,
me with bloodshoteyesand,more
pertinently,a few doubtsaboutthe
so tenuous.:....
oftenrelyon the factthat their
mechanicsof broadcasUng
videoart:
\ workwill be .mostnormallyscreenedin the
Beforewe get intoTHATone,·however,I \ contextof a givenspaceand lime. Thetape
shouldfirst like to questionthenaffhi-tech
will be the ~ntral focusof I.he'event'of
graphicsWhichprefacediheAmericantapes 'screeninglo a usually$mallgroupot
.....BhtishdesignteainEnglishMarkell
interestedviewers.Theseviewerswillbe
Pockettwerethe engineer:;;
of these
therebecauseof the videoandthe particular
undoubtedly
expensiveintrosequences,
intimacyof this 'closed'screeningwiththe
thoughwhy the editor,JohnWyver,decided'
artistrelying,perhaps
/ on this concentrated
to use theseplinkydinkyexercisesin
modeof audio-visual
consu,pj:Jtion
as a site
disinformation
.wi.llJer,nai11
amystery.(Forgive for dialoguebetweenvideoa11dviewer.
Quite
me if i;mwrongbut arenlintro sequences
simplywe don'twatchtelevisionin our sitting
s'posedto be informationan. .. All too often
roomsin the sameway and to expectvideo
I foundniyselfstrandedin mid-programme
art to makethe transitionsuccessfully
i~

with a videotapethat,seemingly,hadno
creditsor title).
Alongsidethe irritationthe graphics
promptedthereare thosedoubtsI
mentioned
. They'd started,thesenagging
uncertainties,
duringthe EleventhHour
programmes
on UK videoart and,by the
time I'd undergonesix.successivedoses91
...
the Americanbrand,I'd begunto seewhat .
the problemwas. Primarilyit's somethingto
do with the natureof malnstreamtelevision
of it whichmaybe.
and our expectations
jarredby the apparentinadequacy
of video >
art, a supposedlyinnovativeanci
•exciling
form,to deliverthe goods. ' ' '
Les Levine,in an esi;ayentitled'OneGu11
.,
VideoArt' (NewArtistsVideo:A Critical?"'' ·
Anthology:DuttonPaperba'*s1978fwason
the righttrackllere whenhew,rote,'The art
vieweris alwaysaskingwh ·· 'I videif <......
artistsmake·theirvideota
I TV't' ···
The firnt'answeris they sim
wantto'.

<

Muddlemadethe transitionfroman 'art
·context'to goggleboxlesSsuccessfully
. Hill's:
tape,Ylhichin a differentviewingcontextI
.,.suspect!woµld'vefoundengrossing,
was an
elegantquirkypuzzlerof a piecewhich
·questionedgivenno.lionsof orderand reality
yet in transmissionitseemedoverlongand
too determinedly
clever:Sat besideMuddle
TomRubintz'smobhanded
swipeat trash
television,MadeFor TV, lookedlike kneejerk
humour- I'm not surewhybut somehowit
just \Yasn'tfunny.
Ne,therwasEternalFrame, productof
mediaprankstersAnt Farm/Truth
Co. backin
76 - unlessyoulikedyourhumourblackyet
therewas a nervoussmileflutteringaround
this videodocumentation
of a re-staged
assasination
(JohnF. Kennedyin Dallas
1963).'I guesswhatit is is figuringout what
it is', respondedan actorplayingKennedyin
this strangelycatharticeventwhenaskedto
explainthe thing;'Is it art?' persistedthe
questioner- 'Well,it's not not-art' said
. It wasall leadingup to
Kennedycryptically
DealeyPlaza,of course,wherethe amount
of 'imagedeath' was replayedagainand
againbeforea growingcrowdof spectators.
'It's a beautifulre-enactment',
commented.
onewoman,whilenearbya pseudo-security
agentheardthe killergunshotandsnapped,
'We fuckedup this one'. Roughedged
and
slightlyramblingthistapewas reallyjust an
{ extensionof an event- albeitan intriguing
andghoulishevent- andthis,surprisingly,
wasan aspectof Statesidevideowhich'..
of tapes.
flavouredeventhe mostcontemporary
Theformhadgot slicker,morestylish,by
the 80's,mindyou,but you couldstilltasteit
in ColinCampbell
's Canadiantape, The
WomanWhoWentTooFarfor all its glam
modishness.
I couldgo on but- apartfromgoldstar
ratingsto PeterCampusdoubletracking
subliminal'blipvert
' of a tape,TransitionOne,
anda nodtowardLaurieAnderson'sspare,
·g.esturalO Superman-Ghosts
' wasfinallyonly··
' ·' hallwaythereif the intentionwasto interest
Joe Public.
Forvideojunkieslikeyourstruly, our
brainsrottedby mainlineVTR,the
programme
offereda newperspective
on
··, Americanmedianiksbutfor manyviewersthe
rnessageih the mediummaywell have
}eemed wilfullyobscure
. Thisis no morethe
•· ' fa~!!of the videoartist,who mostprobably
heverintendedhis workto be broadcast,
' thanii is of the viewerbutwhatit does
t suggestis.thatbroadcastinstitutionsallow
,.somethingmorethanairtimeto independent
·r 1apemakers;productionbudgetsandfacility
;Y~ccessmightbe a goodplaceto start. With
.thisdonewe mayyet be witnessto a mass
mediumart formwhichbothengagesand
entertainswhilstretainingiI~oppositional
stance:
· · · ..· ·
to hearthat
In the meantimeit's heartening
AnnaRidley,for manyyearsinvolvedi.n
engineering
interactionbetweenartistsand
TV corporations,
is organisingan event
intendedto bringtogetherthe 'indiesector'
withthose'tellypeople'. Scheduledfor early
Marchat London'sRiversidestudiothis may,
at last,promptpositiverelationships
between
themainstreamandthe avant-garde
instead
of the moreusualantagonism.
• ·
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WHY,why, why, pleads JOHNASHFORD,
are national newspapercritics so incapable of
appreciatingnew work?They'veknownaboutit for decades,but a briefhistorylesson shows
them none the wiser:
•·"Who 's on at Come Together?"
I asked Mark Long of The People
Show some time ago. 'The usual
boring lot', he replied, 'The People
Show, Freehold, Pip Simmons .. .'
You can see what he meant. Come
Together did have the air of a
retrospective. Apart from some of
the mixed-media work, we'd seen it
all before. Two surprises, then,
made the first night an occasion:
(1) The look of the theatre - all
gutted and pop-painted - really
gave the impression that something
new was happening.
(2) The reaction of the press.
I had the misfortune to sit behind
three fat, black-suited old men.
Throughout The People Show's
performance , they swapped inane,
snide, ill-informed wise-cracks , in
spite of people around them
repeatedly telling them to shut up.
They behaved like a bunch of silly
schoolboys at a speech day . Their
ringleader was Milton Shulman, the
Standard critic of the year , having
a jolly night out with a couple of
critical cronies.
The following day he put down
The People Show as "the halitosis
of experimental theatre " . That's a
nice quote, and a compliment to
The People Show. But he did not
intend a compliment. His headline
was about the smoke bombs that
were let off at the end of the show
- not surprisingly , since one of
them , I'm pleased to report, was
detonated right behind his seat.

Shulman was not alone in his
views. The People Show were
universally reviled for being neither
funny nor appealing to the man in
the street. Who said they should do
either? Not a single critic, posh or
show-biz, did more than describe
the rudiments of the show. Not one
attempted an analysis; not one
mentioned any of the events they
staged outside the theatre and in
the bar over the three weeks.
Only Nicholas de Jongh in the
Guardian was distinguished by
knowing anything of what he was
writing about - and ground the
point home by congratulating
himself as being "one of the few
critics who have followed and
praised The Freehold from its
inception " . Jolly well done, Nick.
The Guardian also had the good
sense to send an art critic to see
Stuart Brisley's performance :
Caroline Tisdal! wrote the best
review of any Come Together
event.
What was so good about
Caroline Tisdall 's review? Simply
that she entered into the spirit of
the event and judged it
successfully on its own terms . Most
critics seem to think that they had
to bring to bear the "true standards
of real theatre " ; which is like
judging a race horse by how well it
plays football, just because it's all
sport . Critical awards go to Irving
Wardle , D. A. N. Jones , B. A.
Young , and Arthur Thirkell -

show-biz correspondant of the
Mirror - who wrote : "Those trendy
people can outdo anybody else in
the presentation of pretentious,
vulgar, mind-boggling codswallop" .
And that's probably what most of
the critics of Come Together really
thought. Now it's all over and
everyone can get back to the real
business of making theatre .'
Hang on a minute . Where was
this Come Together thing? Bill
Gaskill put it on at the Royal Court.
The Royal Court? No, you 've got it
wrong. He 's just done the Howard
Barker play there. Bill Gaskill put
on the Come Together Festival at
the Royal Court Theatre in 1970.
1970? Plus ea change . ..
I was reminded of The People
Show smoke bomb outrage when
attending La Fura dels Baus in
Docklands recently. This time the
critics were ducking fireworks and
the perpetrators were from Spain ;
but their reactions were largely
unchanged sixteen years later.
What I had written above in Time
Out magazine in October 1970
could have appeared, with the
references and the names
changed , in April 1986 within
Performance magazine.
And this was a festival which
would have been at the centre of
Performance magazine's interest. It
combined the best of experimental
theatre with performance work
(Stuart Brisley), installation (Peter
Dockley), and video (Playback
625). I recall with particular
affection Brisley's piece. White
bandaged acolytes erected a tower
for him whilst he grabbed and
consumed a·great deal of their
bread and milk. When they'd
finished it, he mounted to a chair/
throne at the top, stuck his fingers
down his throat, and vomited
copiously and extensively all over
the stage of the Royal Court. It
stank. The National Anthem
played. Naive and physicaly direct,
it said by art what Roland
Muldoon's CAST attempted by
argument. Come Together was an
historic uniting of heretics which, in
the book celebrating 25 years work
at the Royal Court, earns the
mention 'cast list unavailable'. It
was also the first occasion upon
which national newspaper critics
were forced to assess experimental
work.
Come Together seems even
more remarkable when reminded of
its cultural context. That 1970 Time
Out report was followed by a
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..,. disappointed review of Incubus'
second show, and a lengthy
academic review of Godard's Two
or three things I know about her
which claimed it as a masterpiece.
It was preceded by a review of the
Steve Miller Band's Number Five
which began: 'I heard the Steve
Miller Band's Children of the Future
album around the time that I began
smoking dope. But the fact that I
was stoned when I first heard it
has nothing to do with my
conviction that it was , and is, one
of the most beautifully inventive
rock albums ever make .. .' No, I
didn 't write that.
Years later, Milton Shulman
changed his tune about The
People Show when he saw their
Cabaret. 'The People Show has an
avant garde reputation and they
have been written about as
exponents of surrealist imagery
and nightmarish visual coherence.
Don't let that critical jargon put you
off this fun show which is as
intellectual as a bucket of paint
poured into a clown's crotch .' Ah
well, that's a relief. No need to
engage the brain anymore . No
need to puzzle over what on earth
'nightmarish visual coherence'
might mean.
But neither Shulman nor anyone
else from the Standard bothered to
go down to the docks to see La
Fura dels Baus, even though the
paper ran a couple of news stories
on the unusual nature of the event,
one of them a good ten column
inches long.
It was left to the likes of Michael
Coveney in the Financial Times to
let us know what went on . Tired,
'with wild lunges, our wacky hosts covered themselves in
stick blue aint .. .'

dyspeptic, seen-it-all-before , bornagain-conservative Coveney used
the occasion to mount yet another
of his tedious attacks on 'the avant
garde '. During the ?D's, as second
string on the Financial Times,
Coveney made a career for himself
by writing intelligent, informed
reviews of new theatre work. Now,
stepping into the shoes of spritely
and acute pensioner B. A. Young,
he bites the hand that fed him with
teeth decayed by ignorance. For all
his information is a good five years
out of date ; and as a result his
assaults are becoming increas ingly
ludicrous. The trouble is that,
because he used to know, his
colleagues in the Critics · Circle feel
it's OK to follow suit.
Coveney found La Fura dels
Baus 'pretentious, old-fashioned
and decadent' . He likened it to
Cate La Mama (wrong) and a 60's
Happening (well, all right}. The
thing that distresses me is that
when a work clearly and ironically
locate itself within a tradition of
twentieth century performance, a
fully documented tradit ion which
stretches back over seventy years
through Happenings, the Absurd
and the Futurists to Dada , a
theatre critic should dismiss it as
'old-fashioned'. It's about the same
level of critical competence as a
writer on architecture finding a
postmodern building 'old-fashioned'
because it sports a couple of Doric
columns. The truth is that Coveney
was defensive and flummoxed,
sent running to his depleted library
of personal references because he
recognised that he just doesn 't
know enough about it any more,
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about - say - the Japanese
dance form Buto to whose images
our Spanish chums are most
indebted.
The truth is also that a fresh and
imaginative critic needs no
recourse to any such references . In
the good old Ham and High, (the
Camden local Hampstead and
Highgate Express) under the
headline 'When Catalans are let
out of the bag', Keith Watson got
the tone just right. 'A demonic
mixture of circus, pantomime ,
breaker 's yard, rock gig and
abbatoir , La Fura think big ... With
a firecracker BANG loud enough to
send a shock wave all the way
back to Barcelona, the devilish
Furas set out to terrorise their
captive audience with a succession
of anarchic set-pieces (spot the
contradiction) which had the crowd
on the run from one spectacle to
the next . .. With savage glee a
Herman Munster type joined up
with a pal to form a Ford Capri
wrecking crew. As capitalism was
dismembered its fractured debris
was scattered wildly amongst the
audience . And here the fun really
bagan. With wild lunges, our wacky
hosts covered themselves in sticky
blue paint before attempting to coat
the crowd. The collective panic was
. .. as someone said , like a
sheepdog trial where the dogs are
rabid .'
Now that's what it was like sly, self-knowing and celebratory .
Keith Watson entered into the spirit
of the event and judged it
successfully on its own terms and yes, that is exactly what I
wrote about the lesson taught by
Caroline Tisdal! 16 years ago .
Has any other critic learned that
old lesson? Looking through the
reviews makes for mainly
depressing reading. Take the
music, for instance, which began
as a kind of parody of our very own
and much loved Ted Milton's Blurt!,
and rapidly deteriorated into an
undistinguished electronic thrash
for two synth keyboards and drum
machine. Kenneth Rea in The
Guardian (where the hell were
Billington or de Jongh?) found it
made 'punk rock look like the teddy
bear's picnic'; whereas John Peter
in the Sunday Times though it
'made the Sex Pistols sound like
the London Mozart Players'. Mary
Harron in The Observer tried
harder by placing it 'in the tradition
of EinstOrzende Neubaten or Test
Department'. Well, they did use a
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drill at one point. Coveney just
reached lazily for his favourite
adjective 'old-fashioned'. Brian
Morton, art critic for the Times
Higher Ed, got closest inciting
'Britain's only likely parallel , the
modish Bow Gamelan Ensemble'.
Now I wonder how many theatre
critics have even heard of our
modish friends , let alone seen
them?
All this probably seems like
impotent and vengeful invective:
national paper theat re critics are no
better equipped to assess
contemporary work now than they
were 16 years ago. Judgements
are still one-off , uncontextualised ,
ignorant of the tradition of work
from which springs the new. In
fairness , La Fura dels Baus were
treated more enthus iastically than
they would have been 16 years
ago ; but there is a truth here, and
it's important since these people
are powerful and can inflict severe
damage.
A couple of months ago, John
Peter in his Sunday Times column
let us behind the critical scenes
and owned up to what happens in
'a light week' - when there's little
opening at the Nationals or in the
West End. Critics earn their crust
by first turning to the regions or, as
a last resort, dipping their toes
tentatively in 'the Fringe'. It's a bit
like film critics only going to the
independents when there's nothing
to see from Hollywood .
This is the crux of the problem.
Arts editors and critics should
always know what looks promising
amongst contemporary work, and
should always make an effort to
see it irrespective of the weight of
commitments elsewhere. It's not a
difficult area to research; London's
listing magazines still give an
adequate guide. And if they don't
know, they could always ask. Then
critics would at least get to see the
key events - whether or not
they're able to write about them and develop an appropriate body of
knowledge and vocabulary. After
all, most of them only seem to
work around four nights a week, so
they do have the time. Come on,
chaps. It has been 16 years now,
and the stuff isn't just going to go
away however hard you try and
dismiss it. Isn't it about time it was
taken seriously?
Meanwhile, I long to know what
Milton Shulman will make of
People Show No. 91 at the
Almeida. Bombs or bouquets? •

PERFORMANCE

Dear Michael,
The day after I sent this in, I read
your piece in the Financial Times
on Jan Fabre (prior to his
company's appearance the Albert
Hall). It was, of course, exemplary :
lucid, learned, quite back to your
old form. It even started me
thinking about The Power of
Theatrical Madness all over again.
I though I ought to withdraw what I
had written.
But reconsidering The Power of
Theatrical Madness lead me to
fresh conclusions. You will recall
that at the end of the show, when
the parrots are brought on, a
woman shrieks out: 'This is theatre
like it was to be expected and
foreseen . Jan Fabre. Antwerp
1982.' In this way, Fabre ironically
adds his own work to the catalogue
of significant milestones of
performance recited during the
running race earlier in the showironically because , in echoing the
voice of the parrot , Fabre
simultaneously recognises his
indebtedness to that tradition .
And this is no mere egotism.
Clumsily but prophetically titled,
This is theatre like it was to be
expected and foreseen was a
genuine milestone , perhaps even a
work of genius . It was about people
and life, the real thing; whereas
The Power of Theatrical Madness,
is only about art, an afterpiece
which knowlingly offers an
exquisite and elaborately gilded
frame to the earlier work, placing it
within its cultural context.

17 •

I put on This is theatre ... at the
ICA in May 1983. Where were
you? Not there - and not alone in
not being there . Despite features in
Time Out and City Limits, no critic
of any national newspaper
bothered to turn out to see this
seminal work . So even though
Fabre insists within the work that
its tradition reaches right back to
Wagner , the critical response is still
one-off. If you and your colleagues
had written about This is theatre
. .. in the terms in which you are
now writing about The Power of
Theatrical Madness, the lives of a
number of people would probably
now be rather different. What I find
really disconcerting , I suppose, is
that a critic of your demonstrable
stature seems unable to peer
through either hype or the lack of
it. And so my comments stand .
And I'll even go on to pick
another fight. In you r piece on
Fabre, you say his work 'has
already spawned some rather
desultory imitators on the British
fringe'. This is both unfair and
untrue. It's more a question of
zeitgeist: it would be surprising if
artists of the same generation did
not respond in similar ways to the
world in which they find
themselves . It's not a question of
imitation, rather a case of parallel
but separate development.
One company which you would
probably accuse of Fabre imitation
if you were to see them (although, I
suspect, you won't even have
heard of them) is Forced
Entertainment, a two-year-old
group from Leeds. But they've
never seen Jan Fabre; and it's only
through the pages of Performance
magazine that they found out about
Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker.
They've never even heard of
Epigonen. But they all live in the
same world. Do you?
In May 1983 I wrote: 'Jan Fabre
should be as important to the
1980s as Robert Wilson was to the
1970s.' Nearly three years later it
seems that you now agree with
me. During 1984 I tried to meet
you for lunch to tell you, amongst
other things, how important Fabre
was. You cancelled, and cancelled ,
and cancelled - the last time
because you had to go and watch
cricket at Lords. I gave up.
I think you owe me lunch.
Yours expectantly,
John Ashford
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The acquisition of special skills has always been considered an activitywithin the domain of the
less experimental, usually two and three-dimensional artist, and is almost positively identified,
with few exceptions, with the actor and musician. For a long time it has been considered that
technique was something which must be discarded in order for it not to form a barrier between
the maker and perceiver. Leaming not to fabricate, to act purely fron instinct, has been the first
step on the path to true creation and innovation. But slowly, from that standpoint of pure
instinct, it can be possible to train the body and mind to frame the creative impulse in such a way
that it can be said to be amplified by technique. Moreover, by applying artistic insight to the very
nature of the aquisition of skills, those skills themselves can be transformed into a 'found'
artwork in their own right. 'Leaming to fly', as well as the name of this section on artists who
have acquired unusual skills, or who have transformed an attitude to skill, is therefore a
metaphor for the possibilities lying in wait for the experimental artist. Those possibilities have
no limits.
As well as inviting statements from selected artists in this category, ROB IA FRENAIS
inteniewed artists who have become ballroom dancers, Industrial Revolution inventors, and a
deep sea diver.

LEARNING
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MARTY
STJAMES
and ANNEWILSON
hope to make the heats of 'ComeDancing'.Here, they
describethe trials and tribulationsof life under the mirroredglobe:

I

I

Rob
La Frenais:
What
got you interested in Ballroom
Dancing?
MSJ: I think one of the things that got
us interested was that the performances
we'd been doing in the past together
were often perceived by the audiences
as actuallyhaving an element of dance
in them, or choreography, which, when
we first started working together we
didn't realise was so. I think that's
where the prompting came to actually
start to think about dancing, in that
sense.
AW: Dance is a minor thing. I think
that we both had a personal interest in
ballroom dancing as an activity. We
both had very strong memoriesof
watching'Come Dancing' as children,
and the absurd, ritualisticway that
those dances occur, the movementsand
the positions. We have actuallyused
them in the past, individually, in the
films we've made, so we've had a link
with ballroom dancing even before we
worked together. The other link, I
think, was the romance link. All our
stuff being about the bizarre portrayal
of archetypalrelationships;and that
dancing is a social get-togetherwith all
its aspectsof 'wallflowers',dashing
ballroom knights in white dinner jackets
with dickie-bowson cruise liners being
an integral part of every Millsand Boon
book.
RL: Once you enter the 'world' of
ballroom dancing, do you start
perceivingit in a different way as art to
how you did before you went in? In
other words, do you find yourself
actually becominginvolvedin that
world, and moving away from your
original standpoint as artists? You
mention it, for example, as seeming
quite bizarre from a distance.
AW: I think learning anythingshifts
your standpoint, because it becomes
about practicalissues of whether you
can move your leg far enough back to
the right. I think somethingthat we
both said very clearly is the way it feels
to do it and the way it looks visuallyare
actually very different. The place that

we go to is actually surrounded with
mirrors, and it's quite a shock
sometimes to see how the things you'd
been taught to do actuallylook. You
get so involvedin the mechanics. We
also realised that you do get sucked into
the world of it. Ballroom dancingis a
total subculture.
MSJ: You get to the point that you find
yourself actually picking up dance news,
and findingout about these cruises that
occur. Two week cruises for £400 and
dance for two weeks. Yes, one can't
help but actually get involvedwith all
that. I mean, we keep asking for our
number to be pinned to our backs.
We've got competitiveabout it, I'm
afraid it's true. Initially, we went along
to the ballroom in disguisea little bit.
We didn't tell them what we did, or
anything.
RL: What do you mean, in disguise?
AW: We didn't say that we were artists,
performance artists we didn't talk about
what we did to the tutor or the other
people being taught. We wanted to
remain anonymous, so we went along in
an anonymousway. Unfortunatelyone
of the people saw us on televisionand
the whole thing broke down.
AW: On Paintbox,we did a pulp
romance for London Weekend
Television.We were there, waltzing
away, and this woman ran in screaming
'I saw you on the telly last week!' and
we kind of went unhnnn!
RL: Blownyour cover. So what
happened then?
AW: Well everyone sort of took a step
back. Particularly the woman that ran
it, she had become very suspiciousof us
by then. She said that, althoughwe'd
never done it before, we were too good
at it. She obviouslyhad figuredout that
we were used to movingtogether, and
we could deal with it spatially. When
she said 'move your body at a diagonal
right, then do a reverse pivot, change
the line of your arms', we understood
what she meant, while everyoneelse
was asking 'could you explainthat
please?'
RL: How did they feel? Did they think

IC

it was a wind-up?How did their
attitude change when they realised?
MSJ: It changed a little bit in the sense
that we took up very specificprivate
lessonswhich were to do with the
Tango. Once they all realised that we
were actuallyinvolvedin performance
of some type or nature, one was then
put on the spot a little bit more and
made to actuallydemonstrateor
perform to the others who were not
quite as advancedas us. That was quite
difficult,to be quite honest about it, it
was very difficult.
RL: So essentiallyyou lost your
amateur status.
AW: Yes. We had to explainto her
that we'd gone to specificallylearn
three dances, which were the Cha Cha
Cha, the Waltz and the Tango, and that
they were related to three pulp
romancesthat we were and would be
workingon over a fairlylong period of
time, and that we wanted to put them
in our repertoire. But, we also wanted
to learn the others, because there is a
~
general vocabularyof ten to twelve

SLOW
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dances which are standard fitting. I
think she was quite pleased when we
explainedto her because it gave her
somethingto pitch it as well.
RL: You mean she'd been smelling a
rat, but she was unsure about exactly
what it was, so it actually helped in a
sense when they realised.
AW: Yes, I think so. Also, because we
had to approach her about the Arts
CouncilTrainingscheme. That
obviously would send it straight out of
the window.She actually said 'Right,
OK' and was fine about it. She was
delighted when we got it, quite aside
from financially. I think that gave us a
little bit of institutionalcredibility.
RL: Did you have to explain what
visual artists were doing learning
ballroom dancing? How did you put it?
In a sense you were being put on the
spot, as artists having to explain really,
what art is.
MSJ: It wasn't too difficultin one
sense, because one of the things we'd
locked into very stronglywas the fact
that the teacher herself leached the
theory of dance as well as the
practicalities.She teaches it in a very
sculptural way. She really does. That's
where we found ourselves being able to
lock in with her, more than her with us
as such, because we could actually talk
about it. Obviously, there's a big hole,
a big void here in which she doesn't
know what we're talking about, but we
actually manage to communicate and
come to an understanding, on the basis
of a sculptural . . .
AW: You see, there are two schools of
ballroom dancing. One is the German
one which is Danz-sport. Literallyyou
keep fit, and you move down the floor
doing these very rigorous movements.
The other way is to treat it as an
artform, whichis what fortunately the
woman who teaches us does - the
creative as opposed to the sport side.
And then in the middle you've got the
social shufflerwho comes because he
wants to get round the floor at dinnerdances. The other thing about her is
that she has a very good sense of
humour that helps tremendously, a very
odd sense of humour. The place we go
to is off a main street in Hackney, and
it is the classicimage of a ballroom. It
has a globe that rotates on a motor, it's
surrounded by mirrors, a little stage at
the end where the records play, it has a
Spanish bar at the other end . . .
MSJ: But it was quite nice, to go back
to that point, initiallyto have gone in
there anonymously.There was one guy
there who'd also gone along to learn to
A metaphor for an
image of society dance, and it took six or seven weeks to
find out what he did, actually, because
we knew that he 'worked underground'

some days and 'overground' other days,
and also that he was responsible
because he had a key, but we couldn't
work it out. Finally we found out that
he was a toilet attendant.
AW: It was like that, you had a ten
minute break in the bar, halfway
through, and everyone would be putting
these very discreet questions to find out
what each other was doing. The woman
that saw us on the TV said quite
astonishedly, 'I thought you were
cooks.' We said 'How did you think
that we were cooks?' 'Because you were
talking about food last week.' Which
was a very long shot. To go back to the
previous point, about whether you
actually got involved in the world of it
- obviouslywe are doing it for our
performancework, and we'll continue
doing private lessonswhich will take us
into more specialist areas. We've
reached a point with her now where we
have to actuallytell her what we want,
because some of the repertoire is no
good to us. We have to be able to
perform in a relatively small area, lots
of different things. That's quite specific.
But the other side is that general class
that we go to for practice are quite
different, because those are leading to
the medal syndrome, which we didn't
even think about. I mean we both have
vague memoriesof Aunties who 'had
medals' for ballroom dancing.
RL: That then is the pathway to 'Come
Dancing'.
AW: Yes, so what we've decided to do
is, this year, we're also going to engage
in that. We didn't start by going
through the Bronze, Silver, so we have
to backtrack.
RL: How to they actually get people
for 'Come Dancing'? Do they have
talent scouts?
MSJ: It's all broken down into regions,
like Midland and Northwest, and
Wales. That's all based around the
dance schoolsthemselves. There is an
affiliationto which the teachers belong
to, such as ours, the most famous one
being Peggy Spencer.
AW: In Penge. In fact our first link
with ballroom dancing is Frank and
Peggy's book Come Dancing, whichwe
bought many years ago. The thing is
though, that the clubs are very
competitive.We all think that the art
world can be quite bitchy but the
ballroom dancing world knocks spots off
it.
MSJ: Yes there are many similarities.
One of the things said . . . our teacher
won't involve herself in the judging
now, because she believes that it's the
politics of dancing that gets you the
prizes. She said they don't watch the
feet any more, they watch the grin on

the face, or whatever.
AW: She said she was told discreetly to
stop judging people on their feet. She
said 'In my terms, if their feet are
wrong, the whole line of their body's
wrong', because she's a purist. She says
she didn't care what they were wearing,
they could have come in their pyjamas:
if their feet were right then they
deserved to win the competition. After
having had a few words with her - she
was on the internationalcircuit of
judges - she actually pulled out and
made an officialprotest. According to
her, everyone just wavestheir arms in
the air now - and then it's not dance.
RL: How do you dress?
MSJ: The thing is, that up the
judgement of medal standard you're not
allowedto dress up, as it were, because
they feel that it would affect the
judgement. As far as actually the
medals are concerned you can't dress
up. Generally though, when we go
along to the classeswe go reasonably
informally. Except recently, we had an
Xmas dance at which we were expected
to attend in evening dress. But
obviously the dress is very important for the man in terms of the line of the
body - for the woman in terms of
being shown off. It is, whateverone
says - and this is one of the difficulties
we have - the man has to drive, so to
speak. The man has to go forward, the
man has to make the decisions, the man
has to be stalwart, if you like, to show
the woman off. So it is actually quite
masculine-based,in terms of control.
RL: It's a metaphor for an image of
society in that sense.
AW: Yes, this is why we picked it out.
It's also a very bizarre metaphor,
because in that sense, it does take two
to tango. Neither of you can do it on
your own. I found it difficult to go
backwardslooking over my left
shoulder for quite a while (laughter)
because that's what you actuallydo!
And the holds are actually quite
extreme. Whey you first go there you're,
just more concerned with your feet.
We've now reached the stage where the
holds . .. I am supposed to be able to
see my left foot coming back behind
me.
RL: Having discovered this aspect, how
to you feel about it as artists? Do you
not feel that in playing with that
metaphor you're not helping to
reinforce it, rather than expose it, or
change it?
MSJ: I think that one of the reason's
we've become quite fascinated with it is
of course the fact that its about
relationships, about male and female
and the way in which they are actually
perceived in this sense, movement-wise
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and visually.At the moment we're not
sure what the effect's going to be,
because we're not far enough along the
road as such. In a practical sense, one
of the things we have found out, is that
one person has to lead, it's very
important, otherwiseyou fall over!
AW: The strange thing is, though, is
that it's not a sexist thing. You do come
to understand that the better you get at
it. The couples that are very good - I
know some people that have been doing
it for a very long time - are incredibly
strong physically,and there are some
dances, for example the foxtrot, which
are based on the man doing very light,
very dainty steps that are called 'feather
steps' which move forward to the side
and then back again. What the woman
does is that her legs become shockabsorbers, and she has to pile-drive
backwardsdown the floor, absorbing
these dainty little steps as the man leans
forward. So in actual fact, in terms of
physique and control that dance is
exactlythe opposite (of sexist). We
were actually asking those questions
about ... well this is a bit odd because
we were used to sharing everything,
doing everythingtogether .. . it can't
be so that the man has to do everything
and it's not, it really is not. It's just that
traditionally, the man goes forwards,
and the woman does go backwardsand
therefore he can see where he's going
and she can't. But, when you do a
reverse turn, that changes round,and
the woman goes forwards and the man
goes backwards. I think as far as
reinforcingthe roles, we don't. Our aim
has never been to answer questions, but
to pose questions. The ballroom
dancing is, for us, people trying to get
to a Perfect Moment. (PerfectMoments
is a title of an earlier piece). Aside from
the Mills and Boon if our philosophy
was about anything it would be about
all these structures that are in society to
try to get to that point where everything
is perfect. And you can't do it.
Ballroom dancing is a very weird hybrid
that has come up through Court
dancing, social dances pre-war right up
to what it is now, and it will soon
become an Olympicsport. Which is
what is hoped will happen to it.
AW: We use a phrase to link the
dancing to what we do which is
'Romance, don't dance alone'. It is still
the point of contact for people. We
were not brought up in a situation
where people go and ask someone else
to dance. It's quite a fascinatingthing,
because to be able to go and ask
someone else to dance and for someone
to accept means that you both take it
for granted that you have this language
that you share.
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Right: Latin-American hand position -

'pencil between
the fingers'

All photos by Marty St James and Anne Wilson

RL: Is it true that you get people who
dance together all their lives, who have
each their own husband and wife, like a
kind of stage marriage? A double life.
AW: Yes, that's very common. That's
where you see where the whole
archetypal thing breaks down, because
it's actually a professionalpartnership.
Partners are found, they don't just
happen. The woman that teaches us,
her niece, she travelled right to the end
of the country to find a partner for her
niece.
MSJ: And she found her a partner.
RL: So it really is a kind of arranged
marriage situation.
MSJ: Yes, it is. Unfortunately, in this
case it broke down because the niece
lost interest and the guy went on to star
on 'Come Dancing'. Still to this day our
teacher says, 'My God, she missedher
chance there'.
AW: In that sense, you're no good
without your partner.
RL: So, are they going to turn round
one day and say actuallydo you really
think you should dance together, we'll
find you other partners?
MSJ: Well we've been told that we do
work very well together, so that's all
right, we're OK on the arranged
marriage.
AW:. They do do that with other
people, they move the other people in
the class around. Becausethe obvious
thing is if one is a beginner, it's very
good to dance with someone who's
good, it's the quickest way to learn.
They argued the toss with us when we
first went there, because we insisted
that we just danced together. We didn't
want to go there for the social shuffling.
But then after it had all come out,
everyoneunderstood why we had to
find it all out between us.
RL: Are there others of your age
learning?
AW: Younger too. The cultural aspect
of it is that there are ballroomfamilies.
From the minute they have offspring,
procreate, those children are put into
little suits and dresses. So you get
eleven year olds that are just out of this
world. They really are stupendous.The
people you get in the school depend on
which night you go. Monday nights
range from absolute beginnerswho've
never put a step in front of them to
those like us who are about to launch
into a medal situation. Wednesday
nights you have people who are very
good, they go away and they compete
at ButlinsHoliday Camps. For us that's
excellent,because it makes you, as they
call it, have to 'step out'. Which means
you have to stop being tentative. And
my God, if you don't step out you'll get
knocked off the floor. They are striding

out onto the floor. I mean it really is
powerfulstuff. It's very fast, it's very
strong.
RL: Is it exhilarating?
AW: It's amazing.It reallyis. The music
is all MikeSammessingersand ...
MSJ: The musicis awful, but it's quite
good for watchingdance to. To listen to
on its own - we play the tapes to
ourselvesand sometimeswe have guests
round to listen to these tapes whichwe
find beautiful, and which in actual fact
they find thoroughlydisgraceful.
AW + MSJ: Dah Dah Dab Dab Dah,
Dah Dah Dah Dah!
AW: In termsof the contextthat you're
askingus all thisin, though,the most
interestingthingthat we'vefoundout of
all isfor someoneto shoutat you. To be
placedin a positionof afterhavinggone
throughart college,becomeartists...
RL: The seventiesart schoolethic being able to do what you want.
AW: ... to be placed in a positionof
somethingthat's absolutelyskill-based
- you can't go and tell them you've got
a BA because it won't make any
difference- if your footwork'swrong
she doesn't give a damn. She givesyou
hell. That is quite somethingto take.
RL: So she actuallydoes tell you off.
AW: Oh, yes.
MSJ: Very strongly,in very strong
terms.
AW: She picks on the men rather than
the women.
MSJ: I'll be honest, I was a bit wimpish
when we first went in to the Tango.
And I had to stop being a wimp, as she
said - pick my back up, stand up
straight and stride out. I meant that's
quite difficultto actuallydo. The most
interestingthings, one of the most
excitingthings about dancing, is that
you can't fudge it. You cannotfudge it.
Particularlywith this tutor.
RL: There's no right to fail.
MSJ: There's no right to fail. It's all
made up of little elements. Like in the
Tango you have to use your body in
three parts - your feet going sideways,
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your shouldersgoing sideways,your
head followingyour feet, and your body
sort of swivelling.So you've got the
self-controlof the actual bodyline itself,
you've got the music, you've got the
actual rhythm that you have to keep you have to have rhythm, you have to
understand rhythm and timing, and also
you have to 'pick your back up'. So
there's all these different elements
which actuallyfit together, which I
think we stronglyrelate to as
performance artists because that is the
way we think, that is the way we work.
But, as Anne says, unlike English art
schoolsin the seventiesyou have to do
it and you have to do it properly.
AW: She is a purist, the woman who
teaches us. She is the sort of woman,
that if you do somethingterribly wrong,
you cringe. We think that's a really
good thing to experience- at this point
in one's life.
MSJ: A grown man and a grown
woman cringeing!
AW: It is, it's incredible!There's a very
good exampleof that, three or four
weeks ago. We had just completed the
first course of tango lessons, and had
learnt an number of deviceswhat were
reasonablycomplex- what she did was
- at the end of what for us had been
an exceptionallylong day in which we'd
both been teaching all day, come
straight home, gone out to the dance
class, be whipped around the floor to
mostly quicksteps, which are very
exhaustingand right at the very end just
as everyone else was putting their coats
on she said 'OK. Tango on. Off you
go.' We were absolutely exhausted. It
was only the fact that she stood at the
end of the ballroomglaring, with
eyeballs out, daringyou to put a foot
wrong ... I don't know where we go
the energy from to do it, but we did it.
And the wholeclassstood up and clapped.
But it wassheer terror, becauseif ever
we'd put a footwrong... What happens
is that you becomeher flagship, whichis
veryextraordinary.•
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level is flyingConcorde, or being in a
but when I reached that level of
qualification,of licensing, I was only
lunar orbiter around the moon, or
just barely capable of it and the
landing on the surface of a foreign
objectivesthat I had in entering the
planet. The equivalentin divingis that
whole area - which was to look over
the shallowestis snorkelling, whichis
the edge, to get some experienceof
the same as hang-gliding, when you're
what this was like, to bring back the
holding your breath and wearinga
story, to actuallyget a print of what the
mask, goingdown, touching the
feelingwas like - I had only really
bottom; and the apex of it is oilfield
been able to embark upon. When I got
saturation diving, using 'Heliox'.
to this point, I realised what I was
RL:Could you explain saturation
aiming at. It took actually eighteen
diving?
months to two years to reach the point
IM: There are three sorts of diving.
where I could actually look over the
There is self-containeddiving,which is
edge. At that point I was beginning,in
like scuba gear, the conventional
frogman idea; there is surface-supplied a sense, to actually be able to properly
air diving,where you are on a hose
look at what I'd gone there to see. At
the same time, also, beginningto
where there is a continuoussupplyof
consider, what kind of media problems
gas, which is air, which is legal now
were involvedin recordingthe
only down to 50 metres; and saturation
experience.
diving, where instead of breathing air,
RL:You're sayingthat in order to get
you are breathing a mix of Heliumthe full experienceyou had to become
Oxygen. The reason for this is that
professional?
helium is an inert gas, the second finest
IM: There is no other way. You cannot
gas in the universenext to hydrogen,
and penetrates the tissues so efficiently go there legallyas a tourist. It's not
that it causesno damage under different possible. It doesn't matter if you're the
brother of the chairman, you cannot go
pressures. So saturation divingis when
down in the divingbell unless you have
you are compresseddown to the depth
at which you are going to work, and the the licence.
RL:How long have you been a
compressionis then maintainedfor the
saturation diver?
duration of the job. So your body is
IM: I've been a qualified diver for
saturated with gas at the pressure at
eleven years - as a saturation diver which you are working. That's hence
saturation diving. And you decompress I had my bell licence in 1979.
RL:So it's taken a long time.
for the whole job at the end in one go.
IM: It takes a long time.
RL:And it takes a period of isolation?
RL: But you have not felt at any time
IM: It takes a period of time to
losing sight of your original artistic
decompresswhich is proportionate to
objectives?
the depth at which you're working,not
the time. You could work there for one IM: No. It's been extremely .. .
day or a hundred days, but if you are
emotionallylonely. To maintain a
working at bottom pressure, your
motive, to find oneself as a person who
decompressionperiod is the same
is motivatedthus in an environment
amount of time.
where nobody else is, where the people
RL:In your case what has been the
in that environmentnot only don't
longest?
share your motive, but cannot grasp
IM: In my own case, my own longest
what it might be ...
personal decompressionperiod was
RL:So you have difficultyin explaining
that you're an artist?
seven days, and my own longest
saturation dive was fifty two days, in a
IM: No difficultyin explainingit, but
chamber. That's extremely unusual.
great difficultyin justifyingit. This is a
RL: This obviouslygot beyond the stage super-right-wingenvironment, in which
where it was an experiment as an artist. the people basicallyfeel that culture is a
piece of froth.
It became a full time occupation.
RL:Have you not ever found yourself
IM: No, that's not quite true. It has
in sympathywith that feeling? Or at
remained somethingwhich is entirely
part of my artwork, but as with
least being able to emphasisewith it?
IM: I value myselfoften, as sole
spaceflight,you'll appreciate that going
defender of culture in an environment
from being a claustrophobicnonwhere I'm surrounded by intensely
swimmerto being able to do deep
pragmaticmen, who risk their lives
saturation divinginvolvesa lot of time
daily, and see absolutely no justification
and effort - what's called in the
whatsoeverin 80-90% of what passes
business 'wet time'. It can take up to
three to four years to get from the point for art. I have found myselfin a
position of having to defend that quite
I started at to the point I reached
eventually,in terms of professional
often, yes.
RL: And you're prepared to carry on
competence. I actually took 18 months,
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doing so.
IM: I feel it's part of my job to do so.
They have their business. I have mine.
In one sense they're as much an
intruder in mine as I am in theirs. The
poverty, spiritually,in that world (the
diving world) is that people possessno
motive beyond the economic.This gives
them a kind of spiritual hollownessthat
is tragic. And it makes them isolated
and lonely people. I mean, even an
astronaut has some kind of spiritual,
dramatic component to his motivation.
But a saturation diver - there's
somethingit's important you understand
here - with spaceflight,the risks
involved, the technologyinvolvedare
directly equivalent. The money involved
is directly equivalent. The amount of
money it costs to put a team of men a
thousand feet down in the ocean is
directly equivalent to what it takes to
put the same team of men on the moon.
Because you've got your X million
dollar ship - you've got the supply
ships to back it up, you've got all the
support personnel on the shore, you've
got somethinglike 2-3 thousand people
involvedsupporting, ultimately, an
operation which comes down to one
man's pair of hands, on the sea floor,
with spanner or explosivesor a TV
camera. So it's a direct equivalent. But
the differenceis, that in space flight,
NASA and the space programme is
basicallyfinanced on a loss basis, on the
basis of research, technologyand
development, and it's done by publicity.
Whereas in the divingbusiness, the
whole thing's on a profit basis. They
don't want publicity. They don't want
people to know how much these guys
risk. They don't want people to know
how bad their conditions are, or how
bad their pay scales are, because it
would be even more expensive.The
saturation diver is the single most
expensiveemployee in the whole oilfied
operation. So there's no way they want
his plight publicised.
RL: What kind of risks have you faced?
Apart from theoretical risks, have you
had close shaves?
IM: Oh yes. I was once trapped upside
down in standard gear - that's the old
brass helmet and canvas suit - on the
end of a rope line, tied to a concrete
block, on the sea floor, with the air in
my boots keeping my feet upside down
with my head downwards,so that if my
suit leaked, or burst, the water would
have filled from the head end up, and
the only knife I had was blunt. It wasn't
actually possible to cut my way through,
so they actually had to launch a Z boat,
to get someone down to me with scuba
gear to cut the rope so I would be free.
Since then I've alwayshad my own

knife which will cut through anything. I
never go down without it.
RL:Do you find that being an artist
makes you a better diver?
IM: Oh yes. I have a fascinationwith
the linkage between form and function,
and I see there being a direct
equivalencebetween an adequately
conceivedoperation and the adequate
preparation of it with the appropriate
tools. They're all part of an organic
hole, and a person who fully knows
what he needs to carry it out ... that's
all part of the whole approach that goes
through everythingI've ever done.
RL: How does that relate to your
workingdaily with danger? Do you see
the being on the front line of danger as
being a necessarypart of you being an
artist, or do you see the danger as
somethingto be dispensedwith.
Otherwiseyou'd be dead.
IM: The workingdaily with danger
thing - to use a cliche- it
concentratesthe mind wonderfully.I
mean, there was a value that I didn't
forsee - creatively.I went out there
expectingto get first hand experienceof
body shells of a certain type, as I've
said, and I was fascinatedby the
imagery. I was only interested in the
other dimensionsof it - dependingon
what they turned out to be. Because I
had no idea of what it was going to be
like, but in effect, what turned out to
happen was that I was confronted with
a zen experience. It confrontedme with
myself.It brought home to me the fact
that had been part of what I'd been
seeking, and that had been part of what
the whole art motive is anyway.I feel
that the canvas, the typewriter,

sketchbook, the tape recorder, the
synthesizer- whatever it is that's
between you and the subject - is a
kind of chessboardon whichyou are
workingout a relationshipbetween
yourselfand the cosmos,which reveals
who you are as much as what the
cosmosis. That's how I experiencethe
operation. It is a processof selfdiscoveryand contextualdiscovery,
which is mutual, simultaneousand
interlinked. In the processof, willynilly, being involvedin that way of
operating, in that environment,I was
confrontedwith the unexpected,way
beyond my expectations.It changed my
life way beyond my expectation.
Totally, I went into it expectingto be a
passiveobserver to somethingvery
interesting. What I was actually
confronted with was the necessityto
stop being a baby. The big thing about
being a diver is that you can't actually
be a diver unless you stop being a baby.
An awful lot of artists are only artists
because they have alwaysbeen babies.
They are very, very, self-indulgent.The
head-on confrontationbetween that
habit of self-indulgenceand allowing
one's imaginationto run riot, which is
part of the very processof art, and the
professionalrequirement of not being
able to do so, because otherwiseyou
get the williesand wouldn't be able to
manage it - is extremelyeducational,
and extremelyinteresting. It changed
both my character and attitudes to both
art and diving.
RL: You remain proud of being an
artist, in fact.
IM: Oh certainly. It's a far more
dangeroustrade than being a diver.
..,.
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Decompression. Munro has to spend up to a week in a
chamber, isolated aboard ship, after a deep dive.

RL: How do the other divers, who are
in it for the money, as you say, relate to
such concepts?They are totally up
against danger themselves.
IM:They are initiallyextremelyhostile.
RL: You mean the macho ethic?
IM: Yes. Artists to them are antimacho.
RL: I mean, actually, in the way divers
react to the dangers of the trade. For
example, when you were upside down
with the air in your boots, what did
they do, tease you? Did they take a
cool attitude to your potential danger?
IM: As I say, the capacityto carry out
that role adequately is characterised
worldwide,as far as I've seen, by
certain common denominators. Those
are a particular kind of ritual attitude to
performance. They are performance
artists. They don't know it, but they are

performance artists. They have a ritual
attitude in which meticulousnessof
preparation is crucial. Everybodychecks
everything, personally, themselveswith
acute care, to the degree that if they
don't do it they're unprofessional.And
to the degree that if they're
unprofessionalthey're eventuallydead.
RL: So when you came up with a blunt
knife . . .
IM:The sense of humour that runs
throughout the diving businesshas
certain objectives. It is a very specific
kind of humour that I haven't
personallycome across anywhereelse
- and it has two qualities which stand
out a mile. One is that it is mercilessSpitting Image isn't in it, it's cruel and
vicious, and the other characteristicis
that it's designed to identify weakness
as rapidly as possible. So everybody's
humour, all the time, is looking for
cracks. I had a very hard time, for
many years. If you are easily
lampooned you will prove the target of
the whole vessel. Say, for example, you
turn up to work wearing a pink shirt.
That's enough. This will immediately
earn you commentsevery fifteen
minutes for the next four days.
RL: This is really to do with people
livingin close communities.
IM:Yes, it is. But the particular diving
thing is that the diver is what's
supposed to be called an RTD. Which
is a ruffy-tuffydiver. You are not
supposed to be interested in ballet or
opera. You are supposed to be a cliched
macho person. If you're not, you worry
them. Because you worry them, they
will poke at you and humourouslysnap
around your heels until they find the
weaknessthat they suspect is there. If
they can't find that weakness, they will
grudginglyoffer you whatever respect
they have. But it takes some time. And
you have to prove yourself. Every time
you're in the water everyone's eyes are
on you on television. Literally. Because
nearly everything'stelevised.
RL: Have you ever felt you'd like to
make an artwork under water?
IM: Oh yes. Since about the second
year in the businessI had a dream - I
don't know how I'm going to bring it
about, but I will somehow- of doing a
performance, a ritual, on the sea floor.
There's all sorts of reason's why that's
very difficult- there's the technology
required - we're talking millionsof
dollars - it would have to be done in
connectionwith research for a major
company.
RL: Get Christo on the job?
IM:He's another artist. He wouldwant
to do a whole different thing. Anyway,
a ritual on the sea bed, carried out by
single individual- very simple- the

tracing of a mandala on the sea floor,
the use of light sticks of various kinds,
beacons, just to create a configuration
on the seabed, whose functionwas
ritualisticand not economic, or
pragmatic.That's quite important. It's a
sort of homage to the role. This is
crucialto all this. Duchamp said that
the most important act in his life as an
artist was the conceptionof the found
object. I claim- the only thing that I
feel really passionateabout - that is
the conceptionof the roleas found
object. In this case the role of the
saturation diver as the ritual enactor of
this aquanauticstrange trade. It's that
role that I am interested to present as
an object, independent of the
individualswho fill it. As a role it is an
archetypalone as the astronautsrole is.
It's a heroic, archetypalrole. It is a
frontier, it is the hydrosphere, it's the
inner world. It is the inverseof
everythingthat the astronaut
experiences.The astronaut's experience
is easilycommunicableto the public,
easilysharable, because it's about
clarity, long range vision, super sharp
images, bright light, freedom from
gravity, getting outside. Divingis about
darkness. The interior, pressure,
crushing,death, mud gunge, getting
into the great Mare, the great sea, the
great ocean, the female element . ..
RL: Would you like to see other artists
put themselveson the line in this way?
IM:The job's been the same more or
less since the Neanderthal times. We're
shamans. And the shaman's job is both
that of having the visions,taking the
drugs, actuallydoing it - jumpingoff
the cliff- and at the same time being
able to explain it, interpret it, and
conveywhy there is a necessityfor as
many people as possibleto share in this
confrontativeexperience.
RL: What was your main successin
explaining all this to your fellowdivers?
IM:Being confronted, in a 13-man
saturation chamber, with eleven guys
from Louisiana- what are known as
'coon asses', total goddammrightwing
fellowswho reckon everybodywho's
Black never mind a goddammartist is
an asshole - about the bricks at the
Tate. They said: 'OK you're a
goddammmotherfuckingartist, what
about those bricks in the Tate, those
guys were conning the ass off us. Tell us
what that was all about. So I said 'I'll
tell you what it was all about. Have you
paid any attention to art in your life?'
'Goddammitno! It's a waste of time,
load of horseshit!' 'Ok, well here you
are, 280 feet down in the North Sea,
you are havinga debate about fine art.
That'swhat it was all about.' We spent
the next five hours talking about art.•
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THEBOWGAMELAN
ENSEMBLE
are jacks of all trades.Havetheybecomemastersof any?

Rob
La Fren.ais:
Would
you say that the things you do have all
been done before by early technologists,
that you are going back to square one
technically,discoveringcreative
elements that could have emerged
anywhere along the course of the
Industrial Revolution? but were
abandoned to the idea of progress?
Paul Burwell:When we originally
thought of the Gamelan, much to our
surprise, we found ourselvesthinking in
an Industrial Revolution technological
level, ie mechanical,steam,
reciprocatingengines, the sound of
machinery,wheels turning, cranks
moving, pistons, all those clacketybong-bongthings.
RichardWilson:The general
atmosphere of an engine room, lots of
equipment movingaround you, people

running up and down.
PB: Since electricityreplaced steam you
don't get motors that make an
interesting voice for themselves. You
get an electric motor that just goes
whirr ... if that. We had to start using
them to power things because we didn't
have accessto previous technology.But
it was where we were mentally, at an
industrial revolution level.
AnneBean:The strange thing is, a lot
of the audience do respond by saying
how sophisticatedit is, and how did you
learn to do that? Did you do physics,
did you do chemistry?I'm always
amazed that people don't realise that all
of it is pretty basic.
RW: You distract away from its original
intention. If you take a bar fire, it's
purely there to give out heat in a
domesticsituation. We use it to create
sound by the heat breaking glass, or we
use it as a light source. We transform it
into a different area, away from keeping
yourself cosy.
PB: Technologicallywe're like the bloke
in the corner shop who repairs anything
for people, your radio, your vacuum
cleaner . . .
RL: Did you use the ScienceMuseum?
AB: Yes, we went to the Science
Museum a couple of times, really to
look at their pyrophones. We went to
see the guy in charge of acoustic
research. They were in the process of
rebuilding, but we had a long chat with
him and he was quite enthusiasticabout
Burwell, Wilson and
it all.
Bean inspect
PB: There were areas there in terms of Industrial Revolution
mechanicalsound reproductionthat we - level equi ment
will be exploring.We started to with
the giant record player at our recent ...
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performanceat the Place.
RW: In fact, we alwaysseem to home
in on that Victorianera, when all that
sense of inventionwas very romantic. If
you made a machine, you put lions on
it, you put wingsat the top of it, it
wasn't just a machine, it was disguised
into all sorts of other forms. But
ultimatelyquite crude.
AB: Or even like those old sewing
machines- they were alwaysvery
ornate.
PB: But we do think in terms of
machinery.
RW: Whether it's manual or motorised.
RL: What particularskills have you
learnt in the last two years?
RW: Weightlifting!(laughter).
AB: Labouring.
PB: First Aid.
AB: Packing.
PB: Welding.
RL: You have learnt to weld. Of course
that's somethinga lot of people learn at
art college.What particular kind of
weldingdid you learn?
RW: My discipline,with the Gamelan,
comes from being a sculptor, and
therefore I've exposedmyselfto the use
of all sorts of material. I tend to enjoy
the fact that I can use skillswell. I was
the one at collegewho wasn't afraid of
using the circularsaw, or somethinglike
that. So if you need to cut a piece of
steel, you need to have oxy-acetylene,
you need to have accessto some kind of
machinewhichis goingto do it for you.
Otherwiseyou won't get the job done.
Therefore you're restrictingyour
potential. You get over those things.
There not dangerous.
RL: Doesn't that create a tension
between your doing it to an end, as a
sculptor, and doing it in public as a
time-basedpiece?
PB: No, you see constructionwork with
people watching. . .
RW: I think what happens, in the
techniquesand skillsone has, there is
an element of theatre. My own work, in
terms of makinggiant castings, is classic
form of theatre really. We don't use it
in the Gamelan, but what we do is say
Ah look at that, look at the way that's
happeningor - when you go down the
river, you see people cutting out old
bits of the docksidecranes and stuff,
and sparks are fallingin the water, and
you hear all the hissing, and phutting,
and whateverelse. You start to think how can one put that to use on a stage.
Welders are used for putting together
pieces of metal, but we use welders
becausewe've seen lightingeffectson
the side of the river at night. So then
you start makinganalogies.You start
think about dogfightsover London, or
flak going off, the war situation where

lightingbecamevery dramatic. Some of
those photos you see in books, with
great big shadows.So you start to
enhance shadowswith the use of a
welder. We were just talking about that
today.
RL: Is it the arc-welderyou use to
create the great showersof sparks?
PB: Yes. I've got an arc welder of my
own now, and getting more proficient
with that myself.It's not necessarilya
skill, though, it's decidingyou want that
particulartool, and becomingproficient
with it. Not exactlya 'skilled welder'
but I can tack things together so that
they hold.
AB: Voila!
RL: What you are doing is pickingup
on some of the aestheticeffectsof these
work processes.
PB: Aestheticby-products.The stuff
that we're producing,as instruments,
are from a very different, almostnonaestheticstandpoint,comparedto, say,
sculpture. Welded metal found
sculptureis pretty old-fashionedreally,
and I supposewe get away with it, in
our heads, becausewe're just doing it
to make things to work.
RW: We treat it on a pretty functional
level, and the aestheticstend to look
after itself.
RL: But during the actual time of the
performance. . .
PB: All the instrumentsare visual ...
one could look at them as sculptural
objects, but that's not their primary
function. That is to make a sound. In a
sense, the visual manifestationis a
happy by-product, and it's like the tip
of the iceberg. The violin, or the
welded bit of metal. If it looks
interesting, that's fine, but its main
functionis to make a noise.
AB: We never actuallyset out to say
we're going to look for this particular
thing. It's mostlythat our eye catches
somethingand then we see what we
could do with it. We don't think we're goingto go out and look for so
and so. Or very seldom we do that, it's
mostlycomingacross bits.
RL: There's a kind of sadness, to me,
about the fact that it's down to artists to
take up these lost uses of technology,
and materials.I think you're fulfillinga
function, but I get a sense of sadness
about it.
PB: In my own work, I used to make a
lot of use of found objects in the early
seventies.I went very much off it for
the sort of reason that you're pointing
out. Why should the artist be the
person who's on the rag-picker scrapheap peripheryof society?Why
shouldn't one have accessto the same
level of technologyas anyone else? But
I've come back to it from a slightly

differentideologicalstandpoint. When
somethingis discardedit ceasesto be
tied to its originalfunction. It becomes
like a discardedmotor car - just
dumped in the river. It ceasesto be a
motor car that's outlived it's function. It
starts becominga pile of metallic
possibilities. An empty, rusted
crankcasecan start being a piece of
sculpture, if you chopped that bit off
you could use it for that. It starts being
somethingthat your imaginationcould
work on. It's been released from its
function. The way the old-fashioned
artist used to wander round and see a
pleasingconglomerationof trees,
arcadian shepherdesses, whip out their
palette and knock out a quick pastoral
landscape.It's the same sort of response
to one's environment.
RL: But it is also by necessity.I mean,
no-one's goingto let you go and play
with a nuclear power station.
PB: I don't know. They're letting all
sorts of other idiots play with them,
aren't they? •

DANCE
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The
whole
idea
of being
a Dance Apprentice in the first place
was the fact that I wasn't very keen on
being categorisedin one area or
another. People would say - 'Oh
Anne, she's a dancer, oh Anne, she's a
performance artist, oh Anne, she works
in theatre, oh Anne, she works in
cabaret. So I adopted the phrase Dance
Apprentice, because nobody else was
using it, and if anyone asked me 'what
are you' on the phone, I could say 'I'm
a Dance Apprentice' and that shut them
up, really.
The basis of it was the desire to study
a number of different techniques
without performingjust one and
without bastardisingall of them. So I
have been researchingfor a number of
years, different people's works, dancers,
physicaltheatre people, a lot of solo
artists, especiallyfrom the twenties and
thirties - mid European solo artists
such as Greta Palucca, Valeska Gert,
Hanya Holm, Mary Wigman. At the
moment if you use the word 'dance' its
somethingof a dirty word because
people don't think it's got any political
relevance to anybody else, but at that
time, 1917-20,what people were doing
was so much more expressionist,so
much more poignant. The first western
European to be invited over to Russia
after the revolution in 1917was a
dancer, Valeska Gert, because what she
was doing was so relevant. But now,
who's going to invite a dancer over to
talk about politicsor talk about
something that's poignant and
significant?
I want to apprentice myselfto a
num:berof people working now. I would
have really liked to - would like to study under Alberto Vidal, who was
here last summer for the LIFT festival,
performingin Regents Park Zoo,
because he works with the individual.
I've done odd workshopswith Sally
Potter, which have been marvellousshe works very much with the individual
too. Also people like Philippe Gaulier.
And also visual artists - maybe I
would spend time researchingor
travelling- not necessarily
collaboratingin a physicalway - I'd
really like to go and meet Jean Tinguely
in Switzerlandbecause I think he has a
great sense of humour and people - his
work is very comic and approachable.
To research people's writing and work
in progress. One of the most interesting
things was in Poland recently, to see his
work in progress for his new
performance. But at this moment, I'm
not sure whether I'd want to be
apprenticed to him, because Kantor
works with people that have got a lot to
give, and because of my age and
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naivety, I don't know if I would be able
to do that at the moment. He works
with people's individuality- their
characteristics.Maybe in another twenty
years, it would be nice, maybe then I'd
have more to give. I see myselfas a
lifelong apprentice. At the moment I
don't really feel like tying myselfdown
to one particular area. There is a reason
for this. There would be an area in
which you could apprentice yourselfto
a number of different kinds of people,
learn different techniques, and then
perform somethingthat was individual
and from yourselfat the other end, that
wasn't bastardisingall these other
people's work. At the moment, if
people study a technique, especiallyin
dance, they end up performingthat
technique. If you study Cunningham,
you perform Cunningham.If you study
Graham you perform Graham. But it
doesn't have to be like that.
The Arts Council refused me a
training bursary to pursue this
apprenticeshipon the grounds that what were the exact words - 'We are
sorry to disappointyou and suggestthat
you re-applyfor a bursary at a later
stage in your career' I memorisedit
because I thought it was wonderful.
Highly inappropriate. The whole point
of applyingfor a bursary after you've

started a career seems to me topsyturvy. But maybe that's the way they
work and good luck to them, really. It's
very interestingto see people that work
that way round. You start a career then
you do your training. I mean you
wouldn't do it in any other
apprenticeship. You wouldn't do it as a
carpenter. You wouldn't do it as a
plmber. So why do it as an artist. But
they must be right - they're the Arts
Council!
So my approach is very much akin to
a traditional form of apprenticeship,
except not just studyingunder one
master, and I won't know when I've
stopped my apprenticeship.
There are definitelycertain people
who I would considervery valuable to
me as an apprentice, who couldn't get
rid of me even if they wanted to.
Because I do value their opinion very
much. There are certain people who I'll
alwaystry and take the adviceof, even
when it is very critical, or I'll disagree
with it. I'll try and see some worth in it,
because either I like their work very
much, or I think they have a very good
eye for things. I mean my Mum has a
very good eye for things- not just
because I'm related to her - she
genuinelylikes the work. •
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'Not just studying
under one master,
and I won't know
when I've stopped .. .'

Photo : Edwina Fitzpatrick
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.JOH,H)\ outlines a uniqm· t•whan~t·
of skills with a' Tanzanian ,illa~e:

Learning from the birthplace of humanity in E. Africa

For many years Welfare State International has had a consistent
training policy; extending, wherever possible, the range of skills of
its own company of artists and
also passing on, when useful, its
own experience of celebratory
performances. There have been 4
main strands to this policy; foreign touring and exchanges,
annual summer schools , our
handbook - 'Engineers of the Imagination ', and hiring and exchanging videos and films. In the
foreign work, over the years, we
have been able to persuade the
British Council that hybrid products generated by our artists
working in partnership with foreign artists is often more fruitful all
round than transporting AngloSaxon products to one-night
stands in Borneo.
After successful residences in
Australia, New Zealand, Japan,
New York and Toronto we have
demonstrated not only that artists
and audiences learn more by the
fusion of different styles in strongly original (and relevant) work, but
also that we can revitalise
ourselves and English vernacular
traditions, by the addition of, for
instance; bush dancers from Australia, lanterns from Japan, shadow puppetry from the Far East
and rhythm and dances from Africa.
In acclaimed and allegedly
sophisticated areas - like Expo
86 (Vancouver) - the terminal
concrete pile of eighties capitalism - we seek (In conjunction
with 12 Canadian artists) to rediscover the buried soul of False
Creekand the losttrails of the New
World.
Equally we are learning from the
birth place of humanity in East
Africa. (See picture). Here we are
in partnership with Bagamoyo

College in Tanzania. In a government centre training traditional
dancers and musicians, who are
also seeking a contemporary
theatre style, we have been exchanging skills, rediscovering, for
ourselves, new powers, new attitudes and new music. The first
years fruits of this five year exploration was seen in London at
the Commonwealth Institute in
December 1985 in Nutcracker.
Presented in the form of a village party and street dance, with
elaborate decorations,
moral
dance tales, processions, social
dances, mobile sculptures and
strong archetypes culled from
both cultures this work demonstrated a joyous carnival fusion of
African and European imagery
and music. It was the result of a
month's residency In Tanzania

when Pete Moser (Musical Director) and John Fox (Artistic Director) researched styles and exchanged techniques and information. Apart from continuing this
relationship with Tanzania and
Canada (through further visits, exchanges and public performances) other current plans include
interchange with Japanese craftsmen and the extraordinary Friends
World College in New York.
Making these extended voyages
from our anchorage in south west
Cumbria not only enables us to
recharge our own batteries and
bring back ideas but increasingly
gives us the opportunity to trace
and generate gently a global network of artists who care about
each other and each others cultures. Such learning knows no
boundary.•
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JILLSMmtused an ArtsCounciltraininggrantto trace the dream-journe
ys of Aboriginal
tribes,
then came back to tracea year-longcittle roundBritain:

I've
been
out
of touch
with the art world as such for quite a
while now. I don't know why it feels
necessaryto begin thus - maybe
because I have recently put myselfback
in a 'art' context and have no idea what
are the current definitionsof, in
particular, performance art. I abhor
definitions, mainly I suppose because I
relate to a reality where there are no
boundaries, categories, labels,
separations: where everythingis not just
part of the whole but is the whole.
However I still call myself
'performance artist'. It helps some
people to begin to comprehend
somethingof what I am doing. If they
categoriseme it helps them not to label
me a raving nut, hippy, vagrant or
whatever. Maybe I use the categoryto
achieve a kind of respectability- but I
want to communicate.I do a lot in
isolation and am learning all the time.
When I come into contact with people I
want to be able to explain somethingof
what I believe, and a label may lessen
the barriers of prejudice.
I make journeys - themselvesa kind
of performance. A physicalmovement
through the land - for the land: at the
same time a cosmicjourney for the
universe, for the earth: at the same time
an internal journey; a shamanic
journey.
There are small 'enactments' in
special places- for the places, for the
earth, for the universe and sometimes
for a specific purpose. There are public
enactments- representation of
journeys made on many levels of
reality. These are performances. They
are also real. They communicate a
feeling, a mood, and energy sometimesa transmission- not
necessarily an intellectual
understanding.
I write of experience and make
booklets and put the writingson walls,

and do drawingsof imagesthat present
themselvesto me at places, so people
can understand my experienceand
relate it to their own - not to be
judged for artistic or literary merit.
All this is a preamble to sayingthat
what I do is REAL. My motivationfor
doing practicallyeverythingis real. For
a purpose. The purpose being
ultimately, healing. To heal the earth,
universe, general state of things, specific
things and my own personal state. A
tall order.
It's to achieve harmony: balance.
These are becomingcorny, overused,
devalued words but I can find no better.
I believe there was a time when
nomadic peoples moved through their
lands, linking sacred site to sacred site,
movingwith seasons, celestial
movements, or whatever appropriate to
their environment. They travelled these
movementsyear after year, generation
after generation, and the journeys were
etchings, healings, songs, stories,
knowledgeof their land as a living
being; of their history and their land's
creation. Time is timeless. Past,
present, future all happeningtogether
- being the same thing. All levels of
reality are one when that particular
consciousnessand awarenessis lived.
The journeys were physical upon the
earth, but they were of creation and the
ultimate universeand realms from
whencebeginnings come and endings
go. They 'enacted' the journeys in
ritual, song and dance. The enactments
were real, the microcosmof the greater
journey. The human is a necessarylink
in a chain of realities. Their paintings,
drawings, body decorationsfor ritual
were all waysof depictingthe
knowledge,the journey, the map.
The humans were part of the whole,
healing or keeping well the land. They
were their land. To heal a person they
would need to relate to the land. To
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heal the land needs the people. They
had a way of seeing and being which
was not apart from everythingelse.
I feel the loss of this awarenessand
way of being is fundamentallywhat has
gone wrongwith life on earth. From
this loss, all else negative and
destructivehas sprung.
It feels necessaryfor me to undertake
journeys - physicaljourneys through
the landscape,particularlylinking
ancient sites, power places whichcan be
activated by the human energy. Then
these becomejourneys to be enacted on
a smaller scale, but no less real; to be
worked on as inner, visualised
meditativehealing practises; all these
representingthe absolute macrocosmof
universe and realms of creation.
At the beginningof the GypsySwitch
journey, it felt necessaryto me, to my
understanding, to go to Australia (with
the assistanceof the Arts Council
performers training bursary) to learn
from the Aborigines,for they are one
of the few peoples still doingit. I spent
2 months there: 5 weeks in the desert
- a month of it at Ayres Rock. A tiny
amount of time, but it had a
fundamentaleffect on me. I learnt
enormouslyby direct transmissionfrom the people, from the land, the
sacred places, it just comes into you and
you know it as if it has alwaysbeen
there - I can't find words for any of
that. To be for a while in the presence
of those who still travel their dreaming
paths, laid down at the time of creation
by their dreamtime ancestorsenacting in ritual, livingthe land, being
the land, helped me understand so
much and the understandingis a state
within me. Now I try to live it.
What is art and what isn't? The
aboriginalcave paintings, sand
drawings,body decoration, decoration
of sacred objects can be viewedas art;
but it's real, functional, purposeful, and
so was all art once, surely. Their
enactmentscan be viewed as
performance- was not this the
beginningof performance?
It was so here once, and everywhere.
The same ancient symbolsturn up
everywhere. Here in Britain there are
ancient rock carvingsso similar to the
Australian painted symbols. There were
ancient dreamtimejourneys here - to
be refound: in the context of now, to be
recreated.
So what of the Gypsy Switch?It was
sent to me years ago as a circular
diagram. It was a traditional travelling
route though I know practicallynothing
of its history or authenticity. It felt
'right' and things cropped up en route
that for me confirmedit as real and
ancient.

It was a year-longjourney - a circle
round England and Wales. Twelve
named places- each correspondingto
a time of the zodiac, so one would
move physicallyround the land as the
sun moved through the zodiac. I knew I
would have to travel it one day. On the
Walk for Life in 1983(a peace walk
from Faslane near Glasgowto
Greenham Common) I met others who
wanted to travel and do peace theatre,
so we blended the two together. An
ever-decreasinggroup, with much
difficulty,got together horses and
roughlycovered wagons and we set off
and travelled through the winter with
them as our only homes. A circle has
no beginningor end: we entered the
GipysySwitchjourney at the
appropriate time when we were ready.
This was VIRGO - Lincolnshire.The
journey was - LIBRA Cambridgeshire; SCORPIO - Essex;
SAGITTARIUS- Kingstonon
Thames; CAPRICORN - Wiltshire;
AQUARIUS - Glatonbury; PISCES
- Lampeter, Wales; ARIES Angelsey;TAURUS - Ireland;
GEMINI - Appelby (The great Gypsy
Horse Fair site and; time); CANCER
- Durham; LEO - York ... The
centre is Arborlow stone circle in
Derbyshire.
While we were a group we did
performancesand storytellingsat each
appropriate place and we also
celebrated, performed, placed on/in our
circle. The ancient festivalsof the year
- solstices,equinoxes, the five festivals
of Imbole, Beltane, Lughnasad, and
Samhainand lived in rhythmn with the
waxingand waning moon and the
elements of each zodiac sign.

If you like, we cast a circle on the
land.
When I went to Australia it was
Autumn Equinox with the others of the
group in England; it was Spring equinox
with us in Australia. We made a circle
round the earth. Spring and Autumn in
one moment at the state of balance.
Each of us is a universe. We balance
and heal.
The other travellers, for various
reasons, left the journey in Wales. I
continued on foot, alone with my baby
son Taliesin. The journey was his first
year of life. A first circle. So, for a year
I 'drew' a circle on the land, moved
through a zodiac in time with the sun,
physicallyleft zodiac signs in a circle
round the land, marked the solstices
and equinoxes and experiencedwith the
year a kind of shamanicjourney - into
the darknessthat turns at Wintersolstice,
into the heart of crystalvisionat the
Summersolstice,balancingeast to west,
north to south at equinoxes,enteringthe
realmsof the directionsand elementsand
lights of creation;waxedand wanedwith
the moon, linked placeto place, brought
tinyobjectsfromthe circle; traced the
circle...
Now the journey is a circle within.
I drew the images that came to me at
different times of the year: I wrote the
immediateimpressions. I exhibited
them at the ShowroomGallery along
with Lynne Wood - another
journeywomanartist, performer,
Australian, world-encircler.
The first enactmentswere made.
Britain and the Cosmosdrawn into a
room.
It's my art and my reality.•
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WONDERFUL

'Perhaps a glimpse of hope is still detectable, like the first
blade of grass you see after the bomb has hit you. ' 1
In many ways the making of Our Wonderful Culture
can be seen as a continuous performance with the
exhibition itself an installation which involved both the
artist and the audience, the artwork and its context, in
the never ending battle between optimism and
pessimism, meaning and meaninglessness that is the
fate of content in contemporary art in our wonderful
culture.
The show's title (originally the name of a magazine
published in New York) allowed for anything to be
included under its ironic banner, forcing us to ask the
question of just what is the nature of our wonderful
culture.
Straw will cover the floor of the crypt creating a theatrical
installation which reminds us that during the second world
war the British Museum placed many of its treasured
objects in Underground stations and will perhaps warn us
that today in a culture which seems to care less about its
people than its objects, it is time for art to go underground
again .' 2
And so there was no selection procedure beyond the
invitation to participate, which originated with the
organisers but was soon extended, to invitees issuing
their own invitations and by word of mouth, eventually
resulting in more than sixty participants. Such was the
atmosphere created by this lack-of-selection process that
work even appeared, sometimes anonymously,
throughout the course of the show. Originally there were
eight people involved in the initial discussions about the
show but it was our refusal to operate a 'quality control'
over the selection procedure (as well as the idea that
these 'contradictory fragments' would be 'overhung') that
reduced the number of organisers to four. With the straw
covered floor, the sheets of corrugated iron scattered
around, the 'over-hanging' of the work drew attention
beyond the neutral (natural) white space of the modern
world, towards a different, 'corrupted' context - a
context which challenged the content of the work, the
'integrity' of the artist and the 'authority' of the artwork,
and in which the audience finds itself at the centre of the
debate about decisions concerning quality, relevance
and meaning in our museum culture.
'As we wander from fragment to contradictory fragment
through the ruins of common knowledge, we express both
melancholy and optimism as we wilfully misread what we
see; and we realise that we are all terrorists in the museum
of ruined intentions that is our fragmented present. 3
The crypt of St. George's, a Hawksmoor church
appropriately just in front of the British Museum in
Bloomsbury, was the perfect setting to explore the idea
of 'complexity and contradiction' (according to American
architect Robert Venturi, recently selected to design the
National Gallery extension, in his book 'Complexity and
Contradiction in Architecture', a quality of the
architecture of St. George's itself).
'In a critique of the museum , of the idea of art as an
exclusive and non-participatory activity it was deliberately
overhung, or not hung. There were paintings and drawings
propped up on straw bales, suspended from the ceiling and

angled out from the walls, like some of the famous
exhibitions organised by architects in the 1950's. '4
If 'difficult history' was asserted as a critique of the
historicizing of normalizing role of the museum, as much
as to centre the debate about culture on the participation
of the audience - 'everyone can be an artist and
everyone is a critic' - the inclusivist chaos was also
meant as a display of anarchic optimism towards do-ityourself culture: a culture without curators.
'Its rhetoric of ruins, fragmentation and chaos contained
along with a note of denunciation and warning, pointers to
the possibilities of creating, out of the chaos occasioned by
the collapse of past meaning-systems, new meanings
which could lead towards a freer, more fulfilled future: the
implication being clear that whether the warnings are
heeded and the possibilities pursued is up to us. '5
One of the main hopes of the organisers of this
exhibition then was that artists would spring to life, like
the return of the living dead, and the disease of
optimism, criticism and self-help opportunism would
spread to produce more, and more wonderful, art from
the ruins.
'Like archeologists examining and cataloguing the precious
shards of civilization, we project ourselves into the past.
We practice a social science that permits we have no
future but the one yet forseen in retrospect. '6
The extremes of pessimism and optimism were
represented for us in some ways by the non-art
construction of Ed Baxter and Simon Dickason, and the
failed-art installation by Stefan Szczelkun.
'A number of Fleet Street and television journalists
accompanied the British Navy Task Force to the South
Atlantic. On nearing the exclusion zone, everyone was
obliged to shave off their facial hair (purportedly to
accommodate gas masks). The entire proceedings were
filmed for the benefit of those unable to be there. Much
glee, the nervous laughter of unease and half-formed
thoughts, attended this ritual. The transfiguration was not
so subtle. In celebration, and to underline the ritual, a
battleship of 'barbarians' was sunk. The violence was
excusable in the unconscious eyes of the now smoothchopped media ... ' 7
Made from found wood and other materials and
painted all over a foul pink:
'Ed Baxter and Simon Dickason 's Exclusion Zone, a
withered tree with parts of a piano (posing as a dummy
switchboard) and a cut-out United Kingdom the size of a
TV weather map lodged in it, appears to be both protest
and warning. Barbed wire guards the small sea of wool
and hair around the base. Notes on the back about
'parapolitical cargo cult fetish' raise more questions than
answers .. . 'our wonderful culture', victimised, pilloried, is
written off as a wasted asset. '8
Stefan Szczelkun's installation of thirteen red and
black framed drawings sandwiched between wooden
blocks like flats in a tower block with strategically placed
red brooms to sweep them away once they became
'property' was entitled 'Art is important but Artists are
more important'.
'Symbolically we can remove the 13th storey and have 12
nice storeys with its dozen familiarity of hours, months and
apostles. '9
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A polemic from
For us the works of Ed Baxter/Simon Dickason and
Stefan Szczelkun represented the idea of the non-artwork
as a 'zone of anxiety' which enables us to wonder about
our wonderful contemporary values.
'Certainly we are no longer plunged into bathos by
daffodils. Yet our experience remains riddled by
discontinuities, and the sublime, or something like it, as
well as the bathetic, or something like it, will always be
found in the ill-defined zones of anxiety between discrete
orders of meaning. ' 10
An evening of performances on Friday the 13th centred
around the space of the crypt and the artworks it
contained. Ian Sherman took us back in time to the Dark
Ages and converted the crypt into a dark chamber where
evil spirits, prisoners or the mentally disordered ran
amok, whilst Deborah Levy, with irony and black
humour, brought us back to the present with her
'Prayers to the Beast', an epic story of consumers and

consumptives. Hercules Fisherman alienated the
audience and serenaded the artworks with his manic
violin solo performance.
Szczelkun, making the connection between Friday the
13th, his thirteen storeys and the anniversary of the
imposition of martial law in Poland, made reference to
the artwork as commodity and artist as symbol of
freedom. Walking around the crypt muttering Eurononsense from an estate-agents' guide to property for
sale whilst examining various artworks on the walls,
Szczelkun, having removed one of his thirteen sto~eys,
finally framed himself in Mona Lisa pose - the artist
becomes a commodity whilst the audience becomes a
crowd. With this performance he reminded us of the
'solitary' activity of the artist as one of forced exclusion,
and at the poetry reading some nights later Ed Baxter
with Erik Fuller turned this alienation onto the audience,
reading together from their text they made us painfully
aware of how there is no place like home in the
exclusion zone.
'Behind this anti-purism could be sensed the desire for art
to contribute to a fundamental revaluation of our ways of
seeing and understanding the world; not, in the manner of
certain early twentieth-century avant gardes, by beginning
with a tabula rasa but rather, in good Post-Modernist
fashion, by a sort of guerilla creativity amongst the ruins
and fragments of our cultural heritage. ' 11 •
Quotes
1 Ken Connor, participating artist
2 From the organisers letter of invitation to participate
3 The author - from artists' bookwork 'Work From
Common Knowledge ', published by Circle Press, 1985
4 Margaret Gar/ake - from review of the exhibition, Art
Monthly No.93, February 1986
5 Gray Watson - from review of the exhibition, Artscribe
International, No. 56, Feb/Mar 1986
6 Tom McG/ynn - Editor of Ferro Botanico (New York) and
participating artist
7 Ed Baxter - participating artist
8 William Feaver - from 'Anger in the Crypt', review in The
Observer, Sunday 8th December 1985
9 Stefan Szczelkun - participating artist
10 From 'A Conversation with Jean-Francois Lyotard' by
Bernard Blistene in Flash Art International No. 121, March
1985
11 Gray Watson - ibid
Our Wonderful Culture: Art in Ruins was at the Crypt of St.
George's Church, Bloomsbury Way, December 3-21 1985.
It was organised by Glyn Banks/Hannah Vowles and
Hercules Fisherman/Armar .
The exhibition included the work of over 60 artists,
architects and designers including Nicyian Banks, Ed
Baxter, Ken Connor, Mikey Cuddihy, Simon Dickason,
Tony Gill, Andrew Golding, Jim Hanlon, Carlyle Reedy,
Registrate, Stefan Szczelkun, Graham Stewart, Julia
Wood, John Webb and Edward Woodman.

STEFAN
SZCZELKUN:

THEINVISIBLE
NEW
WORKING
CLASS
INTELLIGENTSIA
The
expansion
of
education into the post-war
higher
years in Britain was followed by the entry
of many thousands of upwardly (and not
so upwardly) mobile working class youth
from the poorer state grammar schools in
the new Polytechnics and Art Schools. For
the first time ever a large but invisible
working class intelligentsia has been created.
It is invisible and almost unconscious
because in British terms a working class
intelligentsia is impossible because by definition the working classes are 'not intelligent'. People processed by higher education are supposed , magically, to become
'middle class' . Of course the curriculum
and expected mannerisms , style, language, accent and so on is all firmly derived from middle class academic tradition . But it is absurd to expect a few years
of education with a distorted world view to
change one's CLASS even with a bit of
preparation from ambitious parents keen
to 'get' on and 'better themselves '. Class
identity goes a lot deeper than the learning
of facts or manners. Taking your elbows
off the table and learning to say thingy
rather than fingy don't, sorry doesn 't,
make you middle class any more than
being on a monthly wage or owning your
own house does later in life.
In the fabulous '60s the first wave of
artists from the lower echelons of society
started to make trouble and demand in a
loud and naive way a social relevance to
Art practice . This huge struggle resulted
in a whole new category being created to
conta in and defuse them . Community Art
was formed to protect Fine Art from the
riff raff . Community artists, for all their
achievements, have been relegated to the
fourth division in the League of Meaning
and Status.
For the first time in history a large
section of the population is trying to realise their vocation in Art. Along with the
college grant aid scheme and the following
unemployment benefit the result is a huge
number of artists who have no place in
society but continue to work without pay
and sometimes with no exposure .
In addition to this huge number of new
working class artists, armed with their
class consciousness (even if temporarily
occluded), many other artists have a private income . These artists have the same
economic interests as the working class
even if they are a bit culturally hoorah .
Basically they are exploited as producers
of value even if their wine and cheesy grins
cover their economic deprivation.
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The demands of the commercial art market supported by the owning-class art collectors is small, academic, exclusive and
limited. Most people don 't buy artist's
work because they have internalised the
oppressive image of themselves as being
without 'taste ' . Art is thought of as an
inane business full of incomprehensible
gesture and empty subtleties .
Contemporary art made for the market
fulfills this 'superior' role with flair and
panache .
So with a mass of artists and a limited
market there is inevitably a scarcity of
resources for art. There is no real shortage
of global resourcs to support art activitythe apparent shortage is due to the same
irration al system of exchange value that
has food mountains in Europe whilst people starve in North Africa . This imposed
scarcity means that however hard we
strive there is only room for a small number of people up there as 'great' or even
with a decent living wage. You can only be
successful at the expense of some other
artists being downrated or dead.
I have recently experienced meetings in
which one group of artists tries to negotiate a bigger slice of the diminishing art
cake by identifying a weaker group to be
chopped . As a prelude the weaker group
is derided and their work made to seem
worthless . Classic. Dog eat dog. And we
fall for it!
The day-to-day expression of the competition to survive and gain social recognition of the value of our work is that artists 1
critical faculties are invaded . The tools of
the trade , critical judgement , are turned
against each other. Rather than developing a critique by which to judge our art by
our own standards we measure ourselves
against each others 'Success' . What sort of
art is it that serves the survival of the artist
best? Of course it is the art which is most
servile .
This ethos is encouraged and ritualised
by the endless banal competitions which
often have the cheek to charge the artist a
large handling fee for the privilege of
being ignored . Or they may be free but
offer a pittance in prize value whilst
spending hundreds of times this on advertising, promotion and management.
The reality beneath all this competitive
madness is that our roles as artists are not
in conflict with each other. There are plenty of resources for everyone to realise
their artistic projects. Most people welcome art in their lives if it arrives organically rather than being foisted on them
from above like medicine . If the mental
fog of confusion which hides the new

working class intelligentsia were blown
away there would be no surplus of artists
and every artist would be very much in
demand. It will just take quite a few of us
to blow at once .

l ITED
THETHN
I ILEE
Whatever radical artists do, however extreme they get in their desperation, it
always appears on retrospect that they
were serving the interests of corporate
capitalism (e.g. Dada and Surrealism). In
the world of Art nothing changes whilst
everything must be 'original' . The reason
for the stasis is as plain and difficult to see
as the nose on our face .
The terms of reference, identity and
social status, in other words the whole
cultural context, is always conservative.
The individual artist, whatever her personal background - however much she
rants and raves - is set up to serve.
The invention of new images is very
important to the continual innovation of
appearances that is demanded by the market in terms of packaging, advertising and
actual forms of commodities. If these
ideas can be thrown up by an unpaid
workforce of avante garde artists all the
better! It is easy to ignore truly radical and
dangerous work as so few people have
seen it . . . anyway most radical art outside the artist controlled context loses its punch in the sanitising atmosphere of the 'salons ' where the obfuscating gasses of art criticism will dull its cutting edges with dull explications.
Ideas are cheap . Art itself is not used
but simply plundered for new forms. The
content is left with the art. The surrealist
images that line our streets selling everything from cigarettes to pantyhose have
nothing of the original radical ideas to
communicate . They in fact turn surrealism
on its head by exploiting the subconscious
rather than clarifying it as a source .
What I'm trying to point out is that
whereas isolated artworks or movements
can easily be exploited, artists collectively
aware of their oppression cannot be put
over the barrel with such equanimity .
It's difficult to get reliable figures and
the independent research badly needs
doing but it seems that at least 90% of the
total income from art does not go to
artists . Practically everyone else in the Art
industry is at least paid and yet there must
be 9 artists for every one other art worker.
If that isn't enough , of the small fraction of
the income generated by art that goes to
artists I'd guesstimate that at least 80% of
it goes to only 500 or so artists in this
country . Now if this isn't adding up to an
outrageous level of exploitation . .. Add
to this that perhaps 99% of the fine art
produced remains unused gathering dust.
How many peopl e have passed out of

Art College since WWII?This would give
us some idea of the nurriber of serious
artist vocations in the country. I'd guess at
100,000 (?) . This figure would give us
some idea of the problem .

IDENTITY
ND
P LITICS
The lesson to be learnt here is surely to
dispose of this illusion of scarcity in our
own collective practise . To show our
works in all their abundance and wonderful diversity on our own terms and in our
own spaces. Or to stop all art production
for three years and spend the time in
organising , meeting and sharing information with other artists. Whatever course of
action we choose it must be collective ,
broad based and above all imaginative.
We can achieve a recognition of our needs
and a recognition that the fulfillment of
them is a basic human right. Artists are
workers . They produce value.
For this to happen we must challenge
the false identity of many artists and reclaim an identity from our own personal
history and our objective social situation.
The process implies a shift of major historical scale. It is not something that will
happen through rhetoric or wishful thinking. It can only occur through prolonged
communication between artists .
A way of starting this communication
process is by listening at length to each
others life stories and background histories. Only in this way will we see how our
present condition has arisen from real historical experiences and how these conditions effect our work and social relations.
Only be listening will mutual respect gradually replace competition between
artists .
The difficulty in doing this is often that
the subject is emotionally loaded to the
point of being taboo. The only possible
approach is often very light hearted with
much laughter and perhaps even a few
tears. It is also very helpful if an agreement can be reached that what is said
should be confidential and that people
should be allowed to have their say without interruption.
Alongside this bold moves would be
made to re-integrate our art practice with
working-class culture . This is something
which myself and quite a few artists have
been experimenting with in isolation . A
conscious move in this direction within a
clear framework of Liberation Theory
would help make this process much less
tentative . •

This article is extracted from a selfpublished booklet titled rough notes on
ARTIST LIBERATION , £1.00, which
may be obtained from the author, c/o
Brixton Art Gallery, 21 Atlantic Road,
Brixton SW9.
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Calling themselves Large Scale International (above), a
new touring theatre group are rehears ing at Oval House.
The press release claims a company that is twenty
strong, with a transvestite , an ex-commando, a stripper
and a prostitute amongst them .
I find them in a small rehearsal space hidden away in the
annexe. I am the only spectator in a space about the size
of a large living-room. In front of me are eight
performers. Thank God that, on this day, their numbers
are not up to strength .
They begin moving, very slowly at first, using jerky
mechanical movements which owe something to
Meyerhold, pioneer Russian Theatre director , and
something to video scratch acting. Gradually the
movements lose their angularity and soften into the
sensual probings of masturbation. Muttered phrases are
audible 'Big bollocks ', 'Smelly cunt', 'Dirty fucker'. The
performers work themselves into a frenzy. They climax
and, following climax; stillness .
Once again they slowly begin their jerky movements .
This time they unite stroking and caressing each other in
ones and twos. Once again the same phrases are heard ;
'Big bollocks ', 'Dirty fucker ', mixed , this time , with new
ones; 'Meet me at the bottom of the stairs ', or 'I've got
no time for you '.
The group describe what they're doing as mixing
precise, controlled movement with emotional content.
The final performance with satin drapes, satin costumes ,
red wigs and hob-nailed boots PLUS a sextet of
,re l'@ii""IIM
accoustic musicians and a tape of treated sounds should
live up to their name and provide a pleasant gloss to
Purdah (above) by Diane Esquerra and Khan 'reveals the dimensions of
their raw theatrical gropings.
covering and smothering in Othello and The Koran', and is at the Zap Club,
They perform at Oval House from Thursday 10th-Sunday
Brighton on April 5 (Info 0273 671545) while Franklin Aalders (below) will
13th April , and at Battersea Arts Centre Friday 18th and
work for a week at Anne Bean's new venue in Limehouse, with a
Saturday 19th April.
performance on April 20 (info 01 987 1046)
Bo/ Majoram

•
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French's
<Theatre_;
'Bookshop

Summer School courses in Performance Arts
Join British and overseas students at Trent Park, Cockfosters , a beautiful
country park campus only 30 minutes from Central London.

e THE ACTOR AND DIRECTOR IN MODERN THEATRE
14-25 July or 4-15 August 1986.
An opportunity to study modern theory and practice of acting, including
very intensive workshop sessions . Fee: £125.

PLAYS
THEATRE BOOKS
Broadway/ West End cast recordings
Spoken Word records. Free mailing list

Other Summer School courses include:

e WOMENANDPERFORMANCEe INTENSIVEDANCEWORKSHOP
e MIME e DANCEACCOMPANIMENTe SHAKESPEARE
Write for our brochure describing these and other courses in Humanities,
Languages, Computing , Social Science etc; Summer School (ref
C136A) , Middlesex Polytechnic, 114 Chase Side, London N14 5PN.
01-886 6599 (24 hours).

52 Fitzroy Street London WlP 6JR

-----Middlesex
Polytechnic

Tel: 01-387 9373

NEW WORK, NEWCASTLE 86 Until 21st March

PORTRAITS

11th March-llth

May

JIM WHITING

LAING
ART

AVENUE OF ASPIRATION 12th March-27th

April

.._.

T

Higham Place, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 BAG

Tel: 0632 326989

GALLERY

TYNE

ANO

COUNTY

WEAA

COUNCIL

u,r.::k
to
i~.r

MUSEUMS

·THEBYAM
SHAW
DIPLOMA
is a full-time3,-yearcoursein fine art
whichis acceptedat University
level
for post-graduate
studies.
TheCoursewasindependently
validatedinJuly1984.
Short-term,
extramuralandpost-

graduate/post-diploma
coursesalso
available.
Entryto allcoursesis by workand
interview.
Over70%of UKstudentsreceive
LocalAuthoritygrants.

Applynowfor a prospectus
to
ByamShawSchoolof Art
70 CampdenStreet,LondonW8 7EN
(or 'phone01-727 4711-24 hourservice).
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CHWSTINE
BINME
writes:
Anyway, after I'd recovered from that
little incident I realised that Jen and
G\ay son had arrived with Prince. The
had foµnd some magic mushrooms~orr
the way and were giving them ouno
people.
Jen: Who's that handsome man over
there '? r1'think I'll give him one .
,Me.;,J'ha t's Ken HoJlings. I haven't
managt?d to speak to him yet.
Jen: Is that the one we were horrible to?
Me: :Yes. Come on, let's go and give
him his magic mushrooms .
Ken,Jfollings turned out to have
compele}IYforgiven us for our dreadful
behavioU:r.ofthe year before. And we
~oth voted him sexiest man at
Performance Magazine drinks. Marilyn
Sf emed rather keen, as well and could
hardly drag himself away when it was
timeto go for his sound check ready for
his · at Heaven that evening. But he
ma
somehow and took Jennifer
wit ....UJ\tO boot. I continued my
coAversation with Ken who told me
aboiit' his auntie who had Buddhists and

,,

~:\:i~!!
/1/'~~~~~~IO~~
:~)

I
{remember a short encounter w,ith Neil
13up . from the Zap Club and getting
tackl by Hermine about the question
of~ e usness in performance art. Then
Later ~e same day at Marilyn 's
ome time! So off we went to get
house:
Me: Hey Maz, wanna come to a party
r the next event of the evening
at Performance Mag this evening?
's gigLJ
etallic green Beetle sidles up to
Maz: Wltat's Performance Mag?
Me: Oh, it's a magazine that writes
enient outside the Strand
all about Performance art and stuff.
nalds. The gang gets out. No-one
e Ke111Hollings qµt of the corner oI
Maz: Performance art?! Loa.!!,gf.s hit
y'e /e 'but I't hought I'd le
him for
f1\p
·c· .
nd they head straight to
Still, I might as well come. I'll;.!Jlake
tli~
wh~/t
. i~. E~ route, Vi~ n'
,a~er. c{,
,could , ee Apdre S
,..,,
dnpks table as u~ual and he was talkmg c <i;h;ns
1manage to find time for a bit of
them.;,ut me on the co;i er':""
When is it?
tly; 5 or 6 I
Me : I'm not sure
f~S ome1:1
~ who (~ kecl) ~guely
~ .slap and tjcklf. lren and Grayson
tbin,k.J'{ing up if yo
t.cro. Here's ,• \ fam~i~r, bu~j ho was1it?4N w
fs
favo\l[iJig th ~ tiff upper lip approach,
Q
settleJfor t ·cosy peck on the cheek .
th .~number. .
!feriwne go,~g)over fo_
n me who tt w
Before r o-\1can say BOY GEORGE
Maz: (~to answering mat
ello»: ~lt da
t's Marilyn1the singer here. I'mcoming
h~
o ~ hj d le_ntp
.
they'vr,,arriv{ d . Obl_iviousto the .
Bean 's stu'tho"'openmg
..,,. ~e amgig ~ rdes V,v checks out his
o y?_.
ur/par t,U9J!ight aJt<!Jvant to know
Mime' it starts. So coul · ou ring
ound~ heao.
sporty crew cJ \ in a handy shop mirror.
back and let me know . Bye .
. J ,I~d been/herring
No
fa\c ies ci,ueingwith th~ plebs
<;eJ3ruce l...f\cey's.
and , oefatr, why,should ,l:hey•.' Ctp;ion
inw:r.es~.
:You look like
l~J he en~e g,2.J2ackt0/ffi5'nouse to
rie F . in,J:9F :"'as.,a,,!11atterrn!lct,
citLfor orJerr"an!'iGrayson before we set
t we'd on y met for the) irst tim
million dollars, lets,all head for the
. off.
.
d'uring the se ota'pe incident, J,had a bit
guest~ cmly ( ntrance w und the back . To
Jen : I·rang up Performanc e Magazine
of a chat wit
e Bean .
Jen 's"'c~mmahd the fearsome foursome
head off With a swagger only to bump
; ;fo see what time. it. started and spoke to
.~t!Jat man , what's his name , Rob Le
ij.11t
J Marilyh and Iris motely-coloured
'
·methi.ng, he said that he 's worried
;'.Anne:
coho
rrivjtig dead on time. He
;'"to keep em' waiting. ,I
ef auseJvlarilyn r,rng up an9 saiq he
!Maz:
i:,retty:1YOJ¥Fe f\ d
·:x:ofuing to .the party , .He thinks .
Christine's id
aren't "yod?xShe's
intr uce him to Viv.
·
:qJyp) hinks.jt'.s a really tre"ndy~part Y:-- aiways going on about you.
Maz: Pleased to meet you. Do I look
· ~Jl e ) hinks_weIII·all e
all right? Let's go in.
ppointeo when he gets there.
Anne laughed, I think, and I said
We all go in. Marilyn disappears to
Maz: What are you talking about'?
something like 'It's true', and nt
look for his dressing room and we
dither aoout looking for drinks . After
Jen : .Oh nothing, come on let's
gh~ red and came over all
. It is
as well. Wilen I was a
y
about .a quarter of an hour I track
Maz: Who's Roo Le ~ methi .
Me: H '
ec,Perf 6ili!a ce,Magazi
gµard at the Rayward gallery
79,
Marilyn down sitting in a dressing room
there was an e:1<hioitionof perfo
ce
behind the stage surrounded oy broken
art. I'd never seen performance ' arts
glass. 'I hate fluorescent lights' he says.
get there.
before and al~ough I thought most of it
The next time we see him he's up on
Jen:
going now because I want to
was rubbish, I loved Anne Bean 's piece,
the stage warming to the rapturous
and thought l'cl,.have a shot a,i, ,
applause of his teddy-bear-hugging
take Prince in the park on the way. Si:e
yer there. Bye.
puolic. He was fantastic! •
performance art myself. So I did.

e

in}
¥ivl,

e

I'm
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WHITE LIGHT
57 FilmerRoad·LondonSW6
Tel:01-731 3291
Telex:295811

THEATRE
LIGHTING
HIREAND SALES

Our prices are competitive
please ring for price list or quote

---

-

NO RTHERNBRANCH----

SAW HILLFARM TRIANGLE NR. HALIFAX
WESTYORKSHIRETEL:HALIFAX(0422)822016
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• Events • News • Talks • Exhibitions

• Festivals

Every month "PERFORMANCE ART EVENTS" gives you:
• The only national listing of performance art eventsdetails of what's on, when and where
• Advance news on major performance festivals
• Information on talks, meetings and debates
• News on artists' tours and major forthcoming projects
• Details on artists' shows available for hire
• Information on grants, prizes, residencies, open submission
exhibitions and platforms
"PERFORMANCE ART EVENTS" is a monthly news-sheet and
listing of new work in performance art and related areas, including
film and video, installations, exhibitions, new music, visual theatre,
new dance, and collaborative and multi-disciplinary art work.
"PERFORMANCE ART EVENTS" is produced by the Arts Council
and is available on annual subscription of £3.50 or send £10.00 for a
special offer combination subscription to "PERFORMANCE ART
EVENTS" and to the essential bi-monthly journal
"PERFORMANCE MAGAZINE" (offer closes 1st May 1986).
. .................................
.. ...........
. ...........................................
...... ·····························
CUT HERE
I am enclosing £3.50 for a year's subscription to "PERFORMANCE
ART EVENTS:'
I am enclosing £10.00 for the special offer combination subscription.

D
D

NAME
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
TELEPHONE NUMBER

Cheques should be made out to the 'Arts Council of Great Britain'
and sent with this form to The Combined Arts Officer, Arts Council,
105 Piccadilly, London Wl.
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